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madeylee

For a serious foodie like me, the 18th issue of SEOUL 
MADE was such a fascination to me. The issue unveiled 
a lot under the two different sections, BRAND and 
CULTURE, and it was a pleasure for me to get to know 
more about trending businesses that keep up with their 
good work and growth. What was more exciting to 
me, however, was the CULTURE section! The section 
was packed with so many places to check out and 
furthermore, recipes to try.

u_o_ostudy

I dropped by one of the major bookstores in Seoul 
downtown, and found that books on blockchain, 
cryptocurrency and metaverse were taking up the 
majority of the business and economics section of 
the store. Whereas the VR market has not fared well 
compared with the spotlight that it received at first, the 
pandemic has made a turnaround for the market. And 
the books in the bookstore seemed to have mirrored 
the recent trend shift. It was such a delight to run into 
the seventeenth issue of SEOUL MADE and enjoyed 
reading cover to cover. 

Woodblossom

The other day, I took a tumber cup to the café I frequent 
at to get a cup of iced americano for to-go. I also tried 
taking a glass container to a neighborhood noodle shop 
to get a bowl of warm noodle soup for my daughter. I 
have tried my best, but I still need to admit that since 
the outbreak of COVID-19, I have been placing order 
for food delivery more often. But the issue No. 19 
of SEOUL MADE reminded me of the café, “Earth 
Us.” I was struck by the stories of those who bravely 
embraced some inconvenience for the sake of the value 
that they were after. Closing the last page of the issue, I 
told myself that I should join these wonderful minds with 
small things I would be able to start with. 

Hyeongwoon

SEOUL MADE touches on lifestyle in Seoul, and its 
nineteenth issue covered the topic, zero waste. But 
honestly speaking, I heard about zero waste but had 
limited knowledge in what it took to achieve and what 
it was after. The book shared a variety of ways to try 
and some enlightening stories. I was fascinated by the 
stories that I had never encountered before. 

Im Heeseon

The issue No. 18 of SEOUL MADE was kitchen. And 
kitchens, in fact, are the platforms to spill over to other parts 
of everyday lives, as well as a place to cook and eat. The 
issue shared stories about what could make the kitchens 
richer. 

seoul Made

《SEOUL MADE》 has been created to provide you with a diverse and 
fresh experience that is unique to Seoul.
Are you a millennial with a smartphone? Then you’ve found just the right brand. 
At 《SEOUL MADE》, we deliver Seoul’s tasteful, elegant, and convenient products 
and services that represent its vibrant atmosphere right to your doorstep.

《SEOUL MADE》 reflects the change in the industry of Seoul. We start from the 
history of hand-made manufacturing businesses and make our way to the state-
of-the-art brainwork that will transform the city’s landscape.
We cherish the baby boomers’ business values that led to Seoul’s miraculous 
growth, and we also celebrate the brilliant ideas of millennials that will shift the 
landscape of the city’s industry.

Our brand’s magazine, 《SEOUL MADE》, is a monthly publication that documents 
the dynamic changes in the city’s industry and the various individuals, companies, 
and platforms that come up with innovative ideas. We reinterpret the tales that 
we collect in our magazines to rediscover and furnish the stories that shine with 
“Seoul’s vibes.” 

Seoul Business Agency
Seoul Business Agency
CEO Jang Yeongseung
www.seoulmade.com
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I invest in cities. Each city has honeycombed network of alleys and streets and deftly reflects 
changes of business scenes and trend shifts in lifestyle. And needless to say, “alleys and streets” 
reveal the most dynamic changes, as these are where businesses and lifestyle starts from. Hence 
changes in streets gives insights on changes in locality. 

Changes with Time 
I keep close eyes on social impact* for my work. Social impact has increasingly become 
interchangeable with local impact, yet the keyword continues to give me food for thought on 
values that we all should be after in life. For instance, from an investor’s perspective, when I think 
of a specific store in Seoul, I ask myself a series of questions, starting with “why hasn’t the store 
chose not to expand, despite its fandom?” and “this neighborhood store has been generating 
contents that have made our lives richer, but why isn’t the business being perceived as an industry 
and stalled in business growth?” Spending a few years in the United States, I had some precious 
opportunities to pursue growth and perpetuity by applying an extensive variety of financing 

Local

Changes in Local Lifestyle 
and Values 

What could be the changes that local communities of Seoul, Korea 
and other parts of the world have gone through? Here are some 
stories revolving around businesses, home, and leisure time activities 
in local communities to guide you into the trajectory that local culture 
has been drawing these days. 

TOPIC

Looking back upon changes of time and transformation of cities 
and lifestyle, it is easier to see how the definition of locality and 
local communities has changed.

*Social impact: this refers to positive impacts of businesses on society for sustainable growth and 
development. 
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Case Study #1: Las Vegas, the United States
One of the major online sneakers store, Zappos ran a local project, “Down Project,” centering 
at funding in the old town district of Las Vegas, Nevada in the United States. The goal of the 
project was to acquire the former city hall building of Las Vegas and bring about changes to 
the local community through community building, taking directionality of social impact into 
careful consideration. This ambitious project played its key part in funding for start-ups in Las 
Vegas and assisting in relocation later. The achievement and outcome of the project may be 
divisive, depending on perspectives, but I suppose that we have a few key lessons to learn from 
the project connecting between streets and blocks, and creating spaces where businesses, 
lifestyle and leisure time activities can co-exist. And most of all, it was undeniable that the project 
created countless number of jobs in the local community. Both new and old members of the 
local community actively interacted with one another to create new jobs, share knowledge and 
experiences and solve problems together to further create other new jobs. As a result, livelihood 
in the local communities continued with stability and sustainability. The case and the values 
generated in the city in Nevada, indeed, offers us key implications on what we need to pay 
attention to when it comes to locality and local communities in Korea. 

Case Study #2: San Francisco, the United States  
When I spent a few years, experiencing an extensive variety of investment values, I had chances 
to be active in the Korean community in San Francisco, and met a human rights lawyer named, 
Edwin Lee. Serving for minority immigrants with the lawyer, I learned a lot of diversity in the city 
and problem solving techniques related with locality. The then lawyer later became the mayor 
of San Francisco and granted an honorary citizenship of Seoul in 2017. The lawyer-turned-to-
mayor spearheaded in projects to offer shelter for those who had lost their homes due to covets 
and business rationale of real estate developers and transform a number of neighborhoods into 
business areas with distinctiveness. Furthermore, Lee stepped up to bring start-ups who had 
left the city for Silicon Valley to solve problems related with jobs by taking realistic and relevant 
approaches, including taxation policies, encouragement of stock options, easing regulations and 
funding. In parallel, the former lawyer rolled up his sleeves to create towns where work, life and 
leisure time activities could cohesively integrate and thus improve quality of lives for younger-
aged population of the city. The efforts successfully attracted what are big names today, Twitter, 
Uber, and AirBnB, and start-ups settle in the Bay area from their very start. I view that the case 
of San Francisco clearly shows what a city could choose for sustainability and growth, as the 
city has since then been perceived as one of the best cities to start businesses. Start-ups has 
flocked together to create synergy and opportunities from diversity and thus built up growth 
models within the context of locality. Consequently, every time start-up leaders and managers 
are asked “why San Francisco?”, they would respond that the city gave better accessibility to 
Silicon Valley and leisure time activities. Diversity of lifestyle and distinctiveness of values in San 
Francisco, thus, can easily be found in every corner of alleys and streets and restaurants and 
cafés with stories. 

Back in Seoul, in contrast, cookie-cutter type business complexes are found more often. Life 
in Seoul has been a repetition of traveling from one business complex to another, dwelling in 
uniform-type condominiums. Such the mundane routine of commuting would often be finished 
with dining in places of little diversity and choices. The stark contrasts in experiences in different 
cities may have been the key motivations for me into investing in cities. Perhaps it may have been 
part of my nostalgia for “diversity” and “being different.” And today, Seoul has transformed into a 
city with spaces and contents rooted in countless number of new businesses and industries that 
keep arising. The growing diversity in the city and further, in the country is welcoming to a person 
like myself. 

techniques, pivoting around “diversity” and “difference” as the key values of investment. Today, 
Korea has become one of the leading economies to take social impact into consideration and value 
diversity, but when I came back in 2010, the idea was completely new. I recall that back then, the 
society and the market were not ready to embrace difference and diversity. Every time I make an 
investment decision, here are the three key questions I would ask myself:

○ How much is the market asking for novel ideas?
○ Without this idea, how inconvenient could live of the mass public be?
○ What are changes that you’re after by solving the problem? 

I used to cast these questions before I made decisions for start-ups that aggressively pushed 
ahead with its growth, but I believe that now is the time to go further and ask these kinds of 
questions for scenes in the alleys and streets, businesses and lifestyle. 

○ Is it going to be alright to leave our town as it is now?

○ The store has been one of the favorites of the local community, but what it shuts down?
○ What is the business is not simply for livelihood?
○ How should I define places for work and places to live?

I would suggest with caution that every one of us, as well as start-ups, should ask questions with 
depth to seek measures to resolve countless cases of inequity and inequality. 

Changes in Cities 
Cities have thrived on occupations that served as key drivers of growth that in English-speaking 
regions, for instance, a large number of last names have been derived from job titles. One of the 
last names, “Cooper,” for instance, came from an occupation that took care of carriages made 
with oak until before the introduction of containers. New York in the United States had been 
largely dependent on delivery and transportation industry centering at these oak containers for 
economic growth. However, one of the media coverage suggested a century ago that New York 
may face its downhill in the wake of the introduction of steel container, stemming from growth of 
steel companies, that delivery system pivoting around the then conventional oak carriages had 
begun to vanish. But as for the question of whether the city let its heyday go with key occupations 
being vanished and ways of work being transformed, as many may make some educated guess, 
New York is thriving even to these days, with new industries and lifestyle. 

Undeniably, cities keep evolving, mirroring lifestyle, business activities and consumption patterns. 
And locality exists within closely knit network of alleys and streets and among different cities. In 
parallel, definition of “local” and “locality” keep evolving with trend shift and changes of time. 
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For many years, the vast majority of public paid attention to areas and districts in cities with 
accessibility to transportation network and buildings where almost everything was readily 
available. But these days, the focus has shifted to neighborhoods with pleasant walking paths, 
alleys with stores to explore and discover. The shift was triggered with the recent outbreak of 
COVID-19, yet for one, larger-scale shopping malls had already been vanishing in line with the 
trend shift. In short, changes in lifestyle and pursuit of value are largely influenced by surrounding 
environment and time, while at the same time, transformation of technology is playing its 
significant part. Whereas creative minds had limited channels within city network to spread their 
ideas and messages in the past. Because channels such as advertisement and promotion were 
capital-intensive that only few could have access to them. Moreover, communication channels 
were limited that people would meet and interact with limited pool of people.

These days, however, technology has opened the door for anyone to share stories and contents 
real time. Anyone is ready to consume contents so long as they meet needs with high quality and 
further, is embracing diversity. The time has now come for diversity in contents. Taking a good 
look around, it is not to difficult to realize that sources for quality contents are abundant. Whereas 
the cities were associated with urban planning and real estate development revolving around 
infrastructure building, the recent trend shift towards contents of local communities are hinting at 
expandability and scalability of assets and values in Korea. For an investor like myself, the recent 
transformation seems to offer the best opportunities of the time. 

Transformation in Seoul 
Seoul is a city of diversity. Some say that the city is a melting pot of almost everything you can 
think of Korea. The history and memories of individuals are the key to building local communities 
and generating contents in different times. For instance, back in 1970s, Seoul had different 
stories to share. The city was overflowing with influx of population from everywhere around 
the country that the areas south of Han River, Gangnam had to be developed to house as 
many residents as possible. With people moving to the newly developed areas, governmental 
organizations, including the Supreme Court, the Prosecutor Office and National Intelligence 
Service were relocated, as well as numerous secondary educational institutions. All measures 
and process looked and sounded awkward for the first few years, but after many years 
have passed, things have settled in the Gangnam area that it has now built up its own local 
communities these days, as it is revealing diversity in every corner of streets and alleys and thus, 
present a variety of contents. The start-up district pivoting around “TIPS Town” in Yeonsam-

dong, the knowledge contents community revolving around “Choi Ina Bookshop” in Seolleung 
and alleys created by chefs and food industry experts in Dosan Park area in Sinsa-dong are 
just to name a few. Seoul are becoming more diverse, generating a diversity of contents from 
different districts and local communities. 

Locality for Each One of Us 
Looking back upon changes of time and transformation of cities and lifestyle, it is easier to see 
how the definition of locality and local communities has changed. From an investor’s perspective, 
local communities with diversity and value are anticipated to be new targets of investment. And 
when local communities are intertwined with one another to build a honeycombed network, cities 
would be able to build up a new set of values. Investment, in essence, is capable of bringing 
about changes to values, perception and pursuits, and ultimately, to lifestyle and environments in 
cities. 

All in all, most of us are turning true to the desire to live lives properly. And the vast majority of us 
are making utmost efforts in making it possible. Diversity, tastes, and pursuit are making more 
influence to decision making for many these days. Ultimately, the key to all of these is embracing 
“diversity” and “difference.” Indeed, it is worth investing your own time and efforts in building up 
your own value sets and pursue your own locality now.

Min Wookjo is a venture capitalist and the executive director for Simbon 
Investment Partners who actively invests in cultural contents and 
businesses in their nascent stage. 

About Min Wookjo
Executive Director of 
Simbon Investment Partners 
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Hyperlocalism – Keeping Physical Distance
Hyperlocalism is a newly coined words to refer to narrower scope of local neighborhood and community. 
And this new and trending word has brought members of local communities closer together in the wake 
of the pandemic. Staying home for safety, many of us are now working at home and have more chance 
to interact with neighbors from trading secondhand goods or strolling around neighborhood alleys. It 
may no longer be an issue to find neighbors to get together for a quick dinner. One of the popular pre-
owned goods trading platforms, Daangn Market revealed that it has grown by securing its membership 
of over ten million last year. Agreeably, local neighborhoods are evolving from trending keywords to the 
epicenter of solidarity.

Source “Survey on Users of Daangn Market”, Daangn Market, 2021  



Stay Safe and Seek Places to Stroll around in Slippers  
Staying at home for safety, almost all activities are increasingly pivoting around home that “home” has become 
one of the trending keywords to make a prefix to any words. And the recent trend has been clearly mirrored in 
key criteria for house hunting. With growing demand for neighborhoods with infrastructure for cultural activities 
and shopping within walking distances, a Korean words seulsekwon (슬세권) – districts with sought-after cultural 
and commercial infrastructure within walking distance in slippers – are receiving spotlights. And in parallel, the 
sales revenue of the top three convenient store chains surpassed that of the three department stores. The recent 
popularity may well imply how the vast majority of us are adapting to what is in front of us these days – spending 
more time in areas and neighborhood within walking distances in slippers. 

Source “Sales of Major Companies in 2020”, the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy, 2021
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Enjoying Local Lifestyle in Both of City and Rural Areas 
Numberous YouTube channels are stealing hearts of viewers with simple and plain lifestyle in country sides these days. 
And watching antiquated homes in remote areas transforming into attractive places filled with tastes, many will find 
messages that such lifestyle would no longer be what only a handful are privileged to enjoy. The Ministry of Agriculture, 
Food and Rural Affairs in Korea reveals potential of growth and development of agricultural sectors, as well as recent 
trend revolving around “locality” and “local life.” Rather than drawing a clear line between urban and rural lifestyle, the 
recent trend offers choices to seek adequate balances. 

Source “Actual Survey of Return to Farm and Rural Areas in 2020”, the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, 2021
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Local Brands Laced with Magnetism of Locality  
Locality has recently taken a leap forward to transform into one of the essential elements for brand 
identity. Important assets and features of local neighborhoods with many years of history have 
turned into distinctive aesthetics. Such locality its making its presence in local dining scnenes, 
cultural scenes and further, to partnership among local craft masters and creative talents. 
The expansion is attracting consumers with opportunities to experience magnetism of local 
communities and support sustainability of local ecosystems. Creative experiments by brands, 
partnering with local businesses are thus, adding warmth and energy to local communities. 

Source “2020 Local Branding School Archive”, Jeju CCEI, 2021
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For Coesixtence of Past and Present - Urban Rehabilitation
What has been abandoned for many years in cities are now going through complete makeovers these days. 
Sprinkling design ideas over spaces with years of history, urban rehabilitation is recharging cities with fresh 
energy. For instance, what had once been a slum, Honjecheon area transformed into one of popular art scenes, 
while dozens of containers lining in front of one of the exits of Changdong Station has converted into a cultural 
complex. Furthermore, subway stations with tasteless design are now covered with greenery and warehouses in 
workshop alleys in Seongsu-dong are luring passers-by with rich aroma and flavor of coffee. All of these familiar 
scenes hint that urban rehabilitation has become part of lives of many. Sources from Seoul Urban Regeneration 
Center outlines that until this year, as many as fifty-eight locations have benefited from urban regeneration 
projects in Seoul. Needless to say, cities like Seoul keeps evolving, with new spaces bridging between past and 
present making presence in every corner of life. 

Source “Seoul Urban Regeneration Projects”, Seoul Urban Regeneration Center, 2021
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Where Creative Minds 
Can Get Together 
Editor for Object
Jihye

Object is a platform for creative talents, with pursuit of 
sustainable consumption for all of humanity, flora and 
fauna and inclusiveness for all. Hence Object makes a 
pivotal place for creative minds with its warm energy and 
support in any local community that it makes its presence. 
“’Object’ in a local community attracts creative talents 
and open grounds to connect with one another,” said Jihye, 
the editor for Object. To the writer of the magazine who 
kept expressing skepticism of the projects partnering with 
local creative talents and concern over “strategy” and 
“profitability,” the interviewee responded with her good 
manner yet with firm belief, with keywords such as “integrity” 
and “warm hearts.” Such responses may have been made 
because support among creative talents, rather than 
ostensive outcomes, would make Object sustainable. In
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What made you join Object?
The CEO of Object contacted me five years ago after finding 
picture images of people and objects that I had taken 
before. I had lived in Hongdae area back then, and the CEO 
was living nearby that we would often say hello to each other 
every once in a while. Then the CEO offered me a position of 
editor for the company. That’s how I ended up in Object. 

How would you define Object? 
It’s like a lounge to me. A new location would attract creative 
talents from the neighborhood, bridge them and guide them 
into lasting connections and relationship. 

Please tell us about the slogan, “Considerate Consumption.” 
We are proactively making suggestions on measures to give 
a second life to each objects for longer life or upcycling. 
And in parallel, we constantly pursue sustainable and 
harmonious lifestyle for all of nature, animals and humans. 
The slogan is to share our messages to steer people into 
making positive influence with ceaseless consumption that 
are made in everyday life activities. 

As an editor and writer for Object, you may have your own 
guidelines and policy for generating contents. 
I generate contents to upload on the Instagram, take photos 
of spaces and products, and write to deliver messages of 
Object. And for all of these, I make sure I stay impartial and 
inclusive that I sometimes spend hours for a word. The other 
day, I sat down with the CEO over a word, spending almost 
the entire day just to find what could be appropriate.   

Object promotes activities and works of artists that are not 
easily found in galleries or art museums. 
That’s probably because we put emphasis on who is 
making, rather than how good outcomes are. When we 
opened the first physical store in Hongdae area in Seoul 
nine years ago, local creative talents came to us and began 
selling their artworks. And working closely with us for years, 
these creators has kept improving quality of their works and 
secured fandom. Then we have recently started exhibitions 
to showcase their products and outlooks on the world, 
because we felt that smaller-sized shelves are not adequate 
to stage them all. This is similar to replacing cribs with larger 
beds for your own child. 

Every time we open a new local store, 
we look for measures to blend well into 
the local communities and engage the 
members, because we seek to become 
part of the community and build friendly 
relationship with the residents
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Please tell us more about the creative sellers and creators 
who are working closely with Object. 
I spent the first four months having a stint as a store 
manager to get to know more about Object. And one day, 
I remember one of the customer spending hours in the 
store and then came back later, bringing a few friends and 
told everything about the experience in the store, saying, 
“Objects holds an exhibition here and this creator sells 
this item.” Seeing the customer coming back with friends 
to share the experience, I found myself smiling. And for 
your information, Object sells crafts from local creators as 
well. It takes dedication and efforts before being placed on 
the shelves. And it is these customers who knows how to 
appreciate such dedication and efforts and keep supporting 
us with heart-warming messages. 

What could keep Object apart from its rivals in the 
industry? 
Object chooses to be a friend for creators, while it turn to 
have their back and thus maintain longer-term relationships. 
What we look after are a few things that these creative 
talents may not feel comfortable or familiar with, such as 
learning what are selling well and how to generate revenue. 
For instance, when sales slips, we all sit down together to 

figure out what could be the issue. And when we talk to store 
managers or creators, we make sure to ask how they are 
doing and say hello with warm messages. I believe that all 
of these would be possible only if you love what you do. Yet 
I am also confident to say that the context and relationship 
built from warmth and integrity would build up strengths of 
our own. And ultimately, it’s the very strengths that push 
Object forward. 

Objects has opened its stores in Seogyo-dong , 
Samcheong-dong, Yeonnamp-dong in Seoul, Daegu, 
Jeonju, Busan and Jeju Island. What could be the key 
focus for Object to promote locality and revive local 
communities? 
Every time we open a new local store, we look for measures 
to blend well into the local communities and engage 
the members, because we seek to become part of the 
community and build friendly relationship with the residents. 
So, what we first look into are place that local creators and 
residents frequent at. This may well explain why we decided 
to open the Jeonju store outside of Jeonju Hanok Village. 
We chose to blend into the local community with integrity, 
rather than be absorbed into the tourist attraction scenes 
and ignite sales. 

ⓒObject 
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Every store in every location can look and feel different 
with different features and functionality. Could you name a 
few stores with distinctiveness? 
I need to be honest that Object makes presence in physical 
spaces rather than online. I admit that the infectious 
respiratory disease giving everybody hard time, but we 
are still faring better at physical stores than online stores 
in sales. We all make sure to keep everybody safe in the 
store. Depending on size and circumstances surrounding 
the exhibitions, we outsource additional human resources 
and services. I understand that the recent changes would 
definitely give challenges to the store managers, but have 
seen few grumbling over them, or plunging into pessimism. 
Every one of us is supporting one another with utmost 
flexibility. 

How do you bridge between the store and the local 
community? And how do you engage members of the 
local community? 
Every store is engaging members of the local community 
it is based in, running a program, “Barter with Fascinating 
Stories.” Anyone is invited to drop by with items with stories 
and change for items that he or she may need. And our 
store, on the other hand, take shopping bags and back-
numbered magazines from our customers for packaging. 
And we offer a KRW 1,000 discount coupon for every twenty 
pieces of shopping bags or back-numbered magazines 
donated. I’d like to tell that measures are taken to engage 
local residents to reuse and upcycle wastes and resources. 

Could you tell us about what brings local creators and 
producers knock on the door sof Object stores.

We introduce only a handful of new creators and brands 
every year. This hints how close the ties are between the 
creators and us and how much creators, customers and 
store managers trust one another. And the CEO, on the other 
hand asks us all the time, “please make sure to say hello 
to every one of the creators before making any requests 
for shipment or delivery, and to keep all products nice and 
clean in every store.” It’s the integrity and support for the 
creators that make customers coming back to us. 

Care and consideration would become enormous 
encouragement for artists and creators, as production and 
sales could be challenging for smaller-sized businesses 
and workshops. 
That’s true. Economic sufficiency of local artists and 
sustainability of local art scenes have always been our 
keen interest. Against the backdrop, we work closely with 
local production community in the production process and 
offer helping hands for vocational training and job seeking 
activities. We continue to create business models that would 
help growth and sustainability of both our business and 
the local community by introducing small batch production 
system to manufacturers. Aprons are one of the outcomes 
– they are made by experienced tailors of Seoul Guro-gu 
Self-Support Center. 

Could you recall any memorable projects after you joined 
Object?
I had a chance to travel to Gimje with the CEO five years 
ago. It was a long distance travel, taking up at least three 
hours for one way. We took part in a project that supported 
local residents start their own local business and met scores 
of local creative talents. Most of them were craftpersons 
with extensive experience for in categories such as quilting, 
ribbon making and leather crafts. Gimje is one of the key 
rice growing regions in Korea and had wasted rice bags 
piling up. We teamed up with local creators to make bags 
by upcycling these rice bags and named them with a brand 
name, “Jaru,” to sell in our stores. The bags were designed 
and made back then to deliver messages of locality. And the 
project became a springboard for local creators to secure 
their livelihood. In short, the project created positive synergy 
for all of the local community, creators and Object. I believe 
that I could have such experience because I joined Object.  

Can you recall any moments that you had a great sense of 
accomplishment?
I am a creator myself, focusing on writing and photography, 
as well as a writer and editor for Object. But I need to be 
honest that I struggled to balance between what I do for day 

and what I seek to do outside of my day job. But now I feel 
lucky to be able to juggle between the two because I can 
now be flexible and understand challenges and difficulties 
that creators are likely to run into. And such understanding 
helps me draw outcomes with care and consideration. I feel 
enormous sense of accomplishment when these outcomes 
are used at their best. 

It is often people, contents and community that make 
“locality” sustainable. What could be the most essential 
element?
I believe it’s people. Every local community is home to 
creative talents. But because contents are concentrated in 
Seoul Metropolitan area, sustainability of activities of these 
talents outside of Seoul area has always been the subject 
of concern to me. The barriers are standing too high for 
brilliant talents based in the areas other than Seoul, whereas 
these talents need grounds for activities to promote and 
improve their work. We seek to have more opportunities to 
interact with these outstanding talents. When we keep up 
with our good work of bridging among creators and local 
residents, then I believe that we will finally have our mission 
accomplished. 

ⓒObject 

ⓒObject 
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Years with Object may have been transformative to you as 
well.
I have found myself carrying around my own cup sleeves for 
to-go coffee, for instance, to reduce wastes and separating 
wastes. And I began to ask myself what could be “good 
consumption” for all, as well as myself. I also enjoy walking 
the dog that was rescued from the shelter, Changdeok. This 
adorable dog is a mascot of our store. In short, Object has 
taught me how to embrace others with care and warmth. 
And most of all, I don’t feel I’m along anymore. 

What could be your major goal as a member of Object? 
This is not necessarily a goal, but I wish wellness and 
happiness for all of creators, store managers and colleagues 
of the research institute. This may sound nothing special, 
but I wish I could be with these wonderful people for as long 
as I can. 

How significant are local communities and neighborhoods? 
Even when I was young and had little knowledge about 
local communities or neighborhoods, I can recall that I 
cherished familiar scenes of the neighborhood that I grew 
up in – so much so that I felt discouraged and sad when 
I found any one of the shops in the neighborhood closed 
down. Everything is becoming faster-paced that new 
places come and go easily these days, but I wish scenery 
of neighborhood could stay as long as it can, being reliable 
and comforting for many of us.   

Could you tell us a bit about the neighborhood you’re 
living in?

I was born and grew up in Sinsu-dong, Mapo-gu in Seoul. 
Growing up in the neighborhood, I found my own strolling 
course, and the route between Gwangheungchang Station 

and Sangsu Station is one of my favorites. Rather than a 
straight course, I prefer the alley with Gwangheungdang. For 
your information, Gwangheungdang is a cultural asset and 
was formerly a warehouse of crops that had been collected 
as tax in the ancient time. And one of the last kings of 
Goryeo Dynasty, the medieval period of Korea, often painted 
in pavilion that had stood in the neighborhood. The legacy 
of the past history seems to linger in the neighborhood that 
every time I walk in the neighborhood, I feel like I am strolling 
through both the past and present of Korea. I like the path 
between Wau Neighborhood Park and Wausan Mountain as 
well. This is my pick for early morning walk, because I can 
be all by myself in the dense forest. I would recommend you 
to have a try when you feel you want to be part of the nature 
and get immersed in the seasonal vibe. 

To you, what is “Seoul”?

It is a place for rendez-vous for all. 

Please tell us about the magnetism of the neighborhood 
you’re living in. 
Sinsu-dong is an arborous area and is home to trees that 
have been standing tall for more than two hundred years. 
Some of the zelkova tress and pagoda trees have been 
designated for protect and they are eye-catching. And 
these trees in alleys and streets seem to invite me into 
carefully observing changes of season. That’s one of the 
beauties of living in a neighborhood with many years of 
history. 
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CEO of Urban Play Hong Jooseok 

Fascinating and Eye-Opening 
Stories of Our Town  

I Know Where is a magazine published by a business with focus on locality, Urban 
Play and is not anything like other local magazines for clipping a few local places 
to check out. Rather, the magazine is for those who are looking for places with 
in-depth locality, history and story. This periodical publication, in short, takes a 
360-degree view on a local area to tell stories from all angles, including history, 
culture, people, real estate, tourism, architecture and livelihood. Thus, the extensive 
range of interviewees of I Know Where include local business owners and local 
residents, as well as experts and professions. Here is a delve into stories behind I 
Know Where, exchanging in-depth conversation with the publisher, Hong Joosek. In
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Local creators are making positive changes across the country these days. I feel 
enormous sense of accomplishment when I get to meet those who elevate values of 
contents from local communities and see such contents being widespread.

What made you start working on the magazine, I Know 
Where? 
I wanted to set the magazine apart from other booklets made 
and distributed in the public sector – rather, I sought to print 
magazines specializing in archiving contents from local 
communities that anyone would be tempted to pay for. I’m 
please to find more publications focusing on locality and local 
communities these days. When I first started the magazine, 
the idea of focusing on one area for an issue was novel yet 
challenging experiment. But when you take a closer look into 
an area or a neighborhood, you will find fascinating stories 
and context and such close observation would ultimately 
lead to active exchange among different local communities 
Centering at such locality and contexts, I sought to build an 
sustainable business ecosystem pivoting around contents 
from these local communities. 

What made you start paying attention to contents from 
local communities? 
I was a serious traveler before the outbreak of COVID-19. 
And I found myself fascinated by stories behind streets of 
Paharganj in India or Khaosan Road in Thailand. And there 
were always people making up the core part of the stories. 
And the stories motivated me into unearthing eye-opening 
contents and stories from local communities back in Korea. 

Do you see any difference between the past and the 
present? 
At first, the magazine highlighted stories from the past 
to the present behind the local communities. We tried to 
uncover stories or facts that were not easily found from online 
research. For instance, we share stories behind the origin of 
the name, Eulji-ro or what made a neighborhood the way it 
is today. In this sense, the magazine first shed light on “the 
time” the featured neighborhood or local community had 
spent for a while. The approach may have been significant in 
terms of archiving but posed limits and challenges in covering 
locality and many other aspects that are present these days. 
This has been one of the reasons behind shifting the focus 
from people and their stories, as well as the future outlook.  

The magazine shared interesting stories such as one 
behind Hansin Pottery in Haebangchon that first started 
in 1959. We learned from the magazine that pots piled up 
along the walls have become one of the landmarks now, 
hinting at where the neighborhood Haebangchon starts 
from. The spot is often called “Kimchi Box Gate” among 
the soldiers from the US and almost all taxi drivers know 
when a customer ask to drive to a place with piles of pots 
in front of a wall. Where do you find such stories from? 
Writers roll up their sleeves to discover such fascinating 
stories. Some could be found from archives of research 
institutes, if you have enough time, but most writers and 
editors of the magazine have only about a month for 
coverage. And it is our unique perspective that makes such 
storytelling possible. All our staff members take closer look at 
what may have been overlook by other media and endlessly 
ask questions to make into contents. 

You could think about editing these fascinating stories to 
make into a book. 
That’s true. We are working on publications pivoting around 
a variety of topics. We started with two of them, titled, The 
City I know 01 – The Heyday of Locality and The City I know 
02 – Revolution of Urban Life. These were created to share 
stories behind what is trending in cities through the medium 
of interviews. 

We have seen scores of columns or books themed around 
locality. But readers seem to be able to related themselves 
little to the contents, because they were written mostly by 
celebrities. But the magazine, I know Where, on the other 
hand, shares stories of those whom readers can easily 
related themselves to. 
When we find interviewees, we make sure to seek balance 
in the pool. For instance, when we interview architects and 
professors to talk about architecture and motivations behind 
renovations in Yeonhui-dong or young creative talents settling 
in empty buildings in Euljiro, we try to find interviewees to 
tell us stories of the local neighborhoods to look at different 
angles. Stories of the past that are not part of written records 
or key aspects of the local communities would come from 
local residents, who often make great interviewees for us. 
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Could you name any magazines that gave you inspirations? 
I could name a Japanese magazine, TURNS . I first came 
to know about the magazine when I traveled to Japan. The 
magazine features young and promising local creators. I like 
B magazine or Real Jeju Magazine iiin as well. 

Could you recall any moments of accomplishment for 
yourself?
Local creators are making positive changes across the 
country these days. I feel enormous sense of accomplishment 
when I get to meet those who elevate values of contents from 
local communities and see such contents being widespread. 
Because I believe that ultimately, it is these creators who 
drive positive changes and bring about positive energy. And 
I also feel fulfilled when I see that we are a few steps closer to 
open the floor for creators to unleash their creativity, worrying 
less about funding. 

You may have witnessed challenges that local businesses 
could often face as well.
Sustainability and diversity are some of the key issues among 
the local businesses in Korea. The issue gives enormous 
challenges for young and aspiring talents in pursuing 
successful career or business in areas outside of Seoul. We 
refer these young and aspiring talents as “local creators” but 
they often run into barriers from local marketing campaigns. 
Whereas these marketing campaigns are designed to 
promote local businesses, they often come as barriers for 
promoting new businesses themed around contents and 

culture. In the end, these kinds of campaign are depriving 
time for new businesses to unleash and materialize their 
creativity. But with growing number of young and smart 
creators making presence these days, I believe that they 
would seize more opportunities to make a turnaround. 

Could you name any projects that have been memorable to 
you?

Yeongnam-dong and Yeonghui-dong are some of the areas 
where we have ran numerous passion projects. And the local 
festival, “Yeonhui, Walk” has been significant to me. This is 
part of the marketing project to bridge between places in the 
areas and people, and entering into the seventh year since 
the first start, the project has grown big enough to serve 
people as an open platform. 

Tell us about the areas that I Know Where is keeping close 
eyes on these days. 
We recently released the Gangnam issue, even though 
we had known that the area had almost nothing to arouse 
curiosity. Because the area had almost no source for 
generating contents themed around culture, whereas it had 
a lot to tell from the real-estate perspective. But we were 
curious how Gangnam could look like in five to ten years 
of time. Because we are paying close attention to areas 
with years of history that go through fast-paced changes, 
Apgujeong, Noryangjin, Cheongryangri and Bulgwang-dong 
are some of the areas of interest to name a few. 

Could you recommend any articles or columns? 
“Why the Trending Yeongnam-dong Has No Starbucks Store 
Opened” in the first issue and “Eulji OB Bear” in Euljiro issue 
are the pieces to name. And the store owners of Eulji OB 
Bear are facing challenges these days from a compound of 
issues related with redevelopment of the district and pressure 
from landlords. I couldn’t help but being disappointed with 
bitter aftertaste from the recent incidents that voices of those 
who have been in the local community were not being heard. 
And most of all, the Euljiro issue features the neighborhood 
just before the demolition of the former building of Makercity 
Sewoon. I’d like you to have a read through it. 

Could you tell us what you’re working on these days?

Similar to where we are for this interview, Yeonhui Grand 
Park, we are seeking to find measures to invite readers into 
experiencing local culture by bridging between local projects 
such as Share Village by Urban Play and contents of the 
magazine. We are preparing to open a new place and start 
a new service soon. And we’re preparing to start a new 
membership service, “Boundary” to serve customers with 
seamless experience in local culture. 

Please tell us about a neighborhood that you’d like to 
feature in the nearest future.

The neighborhoods nearby Gwanghwamun area. They 
include areas such as Bukchon and Seochon that have been 
playing pivotal roles throughout the history of Seoul and I 
felt that they are likely to go through dramatic changes with 
advent of new technology.

What could be the magnetism behind stories from the local 
neighborhoods? They tend to be fascinating for many, 
regardless of whether you live in the area or not.
That’s because it is people who are being at the center of 
these stories. And with almost everytning being accessible 
remotely or virtually, significance of connection would gain 
more importance. It is because growing number of people 
began to pay more attention to stories and the impacts from 
people being connected and bridged among one another. 

Tell us about the areas that you’re familiar with.

I guess I’m familiar with Yeonhui-dong. One notable aspect 
of the neighborhood is that commercial areas are not 
concentrated in specific parts. Most store owners or business 
leaders comes to the area because they like the area, not 
because they are after business aspects, such as traffic flow. 

Yeonhui-dong is not such an area to find trending cafés or 
shops. It’s more likely to find ones run by artists or experts.

I agree. More than half of the residents have been living in the 
area for many years, and quite a lot of artists are based in the 
area. They have great tastes as well. So, I can tell you that 
any stores that have been around in the area for more than 
a year are likely to striver longer, because they are attractive 
and capable enough. You can find brands that open their 
own stores to serve their customers or cafés run by baristas 
with knowledge and expertise. 
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A teahouse inside Yeonhee Grand Park, “eert”
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Could you recommend any places in Yeonhui-dong?

There are so many places, but I’d like to name a few that 
comes into my mind right now. Some of the stores with locality 
would be Peter Pan 1978, Yeonhui-dong Photo Studio, and 
Geumokdang. I drop by Manufact Coffee for a cup of coffee 
and often check out what’s new in Jungeum TV. Jungeum TV 
is one of the lasts places that Urban Play has opened, and 
offers consulting service for architectural design. 

I walked into Saruga to get a bottle of water and ended up 
grabbing pajama and sponges as well. Store owners were 
displaying them in front of their stores, and I couldn’t resist 
them.

Oh, I almost forgot Saruga. It’s one of the notable cases as 
a local grocery store in Seoul. And quality of the products 
sold in the store is impeccable as well, even compared with 
food emporium in department stores in the city. The store has 
built a solid delivery system and quality of its products are 
splendid to attract customers from neighborhoods such as 
Pyeongchang-dong or Gugi-dong. 

What influences do you anticipate the local neighborhoods 
would give to our lives?

Most of us are doing everything in virtual spaces. But 
paradoxically, the trend would underline values of activities 
in physical spaces. And such activities are more likely to be 
conducted in local communities. Because everyone is living 
in and based in so-called “a local community.” Because 
humans are inclined to build solidarity and relate with one 
another through the medium of community and continue 
meaningful lives, I believe that significance of neighborhood 
would gain more attention in the future. 

What’s your aspiration with I Know Where? 
I haven’t got anything special. To me, publishing magazines 
themed around locality will remain to be part of personal 
challenges and aspiration in life. It is challenging and difficult 
to generate profits that sometime, I find myself being urged to 
let it all go (laugh). I hope I can keep publishing contents at 
least once or twice a year. 

To Urban Play, what is “Seoul”?

It is a city where you can experience with new idea for 
contents. 

Please tell us about the magnetism of the neighborhood 
you’re living in.

Yeonhee-dong is one of the neighborhoods that have almost 
everything blended well together in good harmony. I’d 
recommend you take Seoul Village Bus #4 and tour around 
the alleys to experience the unique contents. 
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Six Innovative Businesses 
That Made a Kickstart Based on 
Locality and Brilliant Ideas 
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As time passes and layers of memories and stories are added, 
history of a local community will build up history, culture and 
environment. Here are six different businesses that made their 
kickstart based on locality and brilliant ideas. Some of them include 
businesses that uncover magnetism of local neighborhoods and 
add new updates, while some others offer a new reinterpretation 
of local communities with their own tastes and memories. And still 
others take customers into a glimpse of potentials locality in the 
future, interchanging between physical and virtual spaces. 

HELLO

Jinjja Seoul
Uniquegood Company
GMH
Honey Plug
TEOT
Iksundada
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A Map of Seoul for Everyone 
Jinjja Seoul 

CEO of Jinjja Seoul Lee Yonghyeon 

The service are attracting users with a variety of topics, 
including “Places for Spring Picnic” or “Places in the 
Neighborhood That I Would Take My Friends.” 
All of these topics were created by visitors of the website. 
Anyone can sign up and become a curator, if there is any 
memorable or significant place in Seoul. You are welcomed 
to share any places you like on the map and open a topic of 
your interest. The policy has facilitated creation of a variety of 
eye-catching topics. 

What sets Jinjja Seoul apart from other mapping services? 
The service allows users to register one place under one 
topic. For instance, even if you know multiple number of 
cafés that are great for working with your laptops, you can 
only recommend one place for a related topic. This could 
be a bit of fuss, but I believe that the policy drives users into 
being cautious before they make their recommendation. And 
it seems to work for now. The team aspires serve users as 
a curation community platform by sharing recommended 
places, rather than simply offering search results. 

Notably, Jinjja Seoul doesn’t have rating system. 
I suppose that rating system can be useful to indicate level 
of reliability and trust with objectivity. But everyone can have 
different perception – a shoddy-looking dining place yet with 
many years of history and delicious and savory menu can 
be rated low by those who prefer clean and fancy places. 
The system may be less that adequate to highlight niche 
places that may not gather massive popularity and have less 
opportunity to promote, unless they have influencers promote 
and do some marketing for them. Hence, with diversity and 
integrity making up the core part of the value, Jinjja Seoul 
team seeks to build a system to serve users with quality 
curations that highlight distinctive features and tastes.  

Do you have any new features in mind to add for the 
future? 
The team is working on introducing a reward system for 
curators who recommend places. Because Jinjja Seoul is a 
website that are driven by efforts and commitment of these 
curators, I believe that the website will be sustainable if we 
could acknowledge their commitment. 

What could be ahead of Jinjja Seoul?
We would like to solve problems in the market where success 
of a store is determined by marketing and recommendations 
from certain groups, including media and influencers. 
Because I believe that recommendation based on collective 
intelligence can be an alternative, as well as a facilitator 
for change, the team and I are looking for best possible 
measures to feature lesser-known stores and places that 
deserve attention. And starting with Seoul, we’d like to 
develop and improve the service model to expand to other 
cities. 

The name sounds fascinating. Please tell us about Jinjja 
Seoul. 
The key slogan is “the real ‘Seoul’ made by soul in every 
one of us.” This is because I observed that a lot of people 
like exploring everyday lives of local people in the places 
where they are traveling – these may include walking paths 
where local residents enjoy beautiful night view and dining 
places that are popular among local residents, rather than 
tourist attractions. I believe that these kinds of places show 
the true colors of the cities or areas you visit. The belief and 
thought drove me into inviting people who know about Seoul 
share their recommendation to show what makes Seoul an 
attractive city. 

Out of all other places, why did you choose Seoul? 
When the service first started, I received a lot of questions 
about why I started with Seoul, and whether I had plans to 
expand to other parts of Korea. The team focused on Seoul 
because of the size and diversity in contents. And it is one of 
the big cities in Korea that gathers public attention and can 
offer a variety of contents and curation for various topics. 

The focus on Seoul may have been your strategic choice 
to let your team be more specific and detailed in contents 
curation. 
That’s true. The team received some feedback that we 
could be more detailed and specific by neighborhoods. 
And receiving this feedback, I feel that the recommendation 
service like ours can be strongly influenced by locality. And 
the team learned that when users talk about places, they tend 
to talk about locality, rather than food menus or atmosphere 
of the places. And I can tell you that when you upload a 
few posts of recommendation, you would feel as if you are 
representing the city of Seoul. 

What is the difference between the boundary set by 
administrative districts and “the Boundary” set by your 
service?

The Boundary Project is the first project of the team to reveal 
real aspects of Seoul that everybody has had in mind. We 
divided the city of Seoul that are divided by administrative 
districts with seven different circles and then drew a new 
map of the city. The project has an interesting implication 
derived from deviation and difference made by places where 
participants and users lived. Most people of Seoul selected 
areas, recalling past memories related with the places they 
lived, worked, and dated, while people from outside of the 
city chose neighborhoods with the landmarks, including 
Gwanghwamun, Jongno and Gangnam. In short, there were 
some gaps in perception between those living in Seoul and 
those living outside of the city. Since then, the team and I 
concluded that it could be a nice idea to share stories behind 
areas other than popular destinations in Seoul. H
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To Jinjja Seoul, what is “Seoul”? 
Seoul is an exciting city with a variety of cultural contents. 
And it is one of my favorite cities as well – it is a beautiful 
city with a good harmony of mountains, rivers and high-rise 
buildings and a place where you can find both the past and 
the present. Furthermore, every neighborhood has different 
atmosphere and each one of people pursue different lifestyle. 
For anyone curious about urban life, Seoul is an attractive city. 
I’d like to highlight such magnetism of Seoul with a variety of 
service.

Please tell us about a place that dwells in your memory.

I spent a few years in Yeonnam-dong. I could find places to 
eat in every corner and the neighborhood attracted visitors 
from outside of Korea for a while. The neighborhood was 
filled with energy, with buskers performing on streets of 
Gyeongui Line Forest Street, and younger-aged visitors 
would go on a picnic in the late afternoon. Yeonnam-dong 
looked and felt so unique that I felt like I was traveling in a city 
outside of Korea. And I would blend myself with these visitors 
and travelers, taking a walk along the neighborhood. I liked 
the neighborhood because I felt like I was being a traveler 
every day. 

©Jinjja Seoul
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Please tell us Realworld that is serviced by Uniquegood 
Company. 
Realworld is a platform that serve customers with metaverse 
contents. By blending stories from local communities and 
cutting edge immersive technology, we are developing and 
running the largest virtual contents themed around leisure 
and tourism. We are gathering attention for games that 
have virtual experience combined in the real world. And we 
recently opened Realworld Studio in July so that anyone can 
generated contents like ours.  

It is fascinating that customers get to play games in the 
actual place. Could you tell us more about the technology 
used for developing the games?

As for technology that are used for generating contents 
of Realworld, I can name a vast variety of technology you 
can think of – AR, GPS< NFC, chat bot, communication 
technology, BGM and photo frames. In short, we have used 
all immersive technology you can think of. But what is key 
to us is not the technology but rather to find answers to 
the question, “how can the technology make our consents 
immersive for users, by blending with our stories?” Because 
Realworld is designed to be immersive by bringing down 
barriers between the reality and the virtual stories and thus, 
make every user become a hero or heroin in the game 
settings. 

That explains why the contents are immersive. 
Few contents or games can be as immersive as actual 
places can be. Don’t you think that you can experience 
virtual stories in a overwhelmingly grandiose place that are 
real? Whereas the trending Roblox or Zepetto are the game 
platforms in virtual world to enjoy with avatars, Realworld 
is one of the leading metaverse platforms with a variety 
of contents that deftly present virtual stories in actual and 
physical places. 

Could you tell us about the key users? 
80% of the key users are made up by the age groups 
between twenties and thirties, and 75% of these consists 
of female users. The novel contents are open to real time 
communication for insights and feedback for improvement. I 
believe that the key users can build up a solid foundation for 
future growth, because they are the key to viral marketing 
and communication. 

How did users react to Realworld when they first accessed 
the service? 
What the users commented in common is, “why have I 
learned about this fund and exciting contents now?” And 
seeing these kinds of enthusiasm, the team and I would ask, 
“what should we do to promote the contents?” Because we 
are frustrated that the contents with high level of satisfaction 
are not being promoted. The entire team is seeking possible 
measures to promote Realworld these days. 

COVID-19 has triggered booming of contact-free leisure 
time activities. Have you seen changes in demand or 
purchase behavior of users of Realworld?

Realworld serves users with Mobile Type to enjoy in 
indoors and Classic Type to enjoy in outdoors. Mobile 
Type games have seen the number of players grow, but 
Classic Type attracted more users as well. “The Crown 
Prince Disappeared!”, for instance, spread through word-
of-mouth on Twitter last spring and saw a lot of people 
playing the game, that have Gyeongbokgung Palace as 
the background. In parallel, games that can be played 
with mission kits on apps or the web in any places have 
shown enormous growth as well. One of them, “Seongdo 
Academy” has successfully funded in a funding platform, 
Wadiz and released a game series. 

Games like “The Crown Prince Disappeared” or “The Last 
Collelction” – the game staged in the sewing industry 
scenes in Dongdaemun – are some of the contents that 
have deftly blended locality of different areas of Seoul in 
contents. 
Contents are delivered in a form of faction – a combination 
of facts and fictions. Because stories that are told only with 
facts can be boring for most occasions. But we tried to 
make sure that these faction did not look or feel awkward at 
all. By blending fascinating stories with facts, anyone can 
get immersed and have thrilling experience.  

What are the key strengths of Uniquegood Company 
developers team? 
We are continuing our efforts in building a sound culture 
for developers. We encourage developers exchange ideas 
and learn from each other, and in parallel, we’re keeping 
an online blog to keep track of thoughts, ideas and problem 
solving process. The developers are making a great team 
that keep up with their good work in sound and sustainable 
culture and proactively showcase new ideas.

Could you tell us about new games you team is working 
on these days? 
For the later half of the year, we are planning to introduce 
contents themed around one of the most popular tourist 
destinations in Korea, Jeju Island, followed by those 
highlighting Daegu, Gyeongbuk and Gyeongnam areas. 
And we’re currently working closely with Hana Tour to start 
serving users with new contents themed around places 
outside of Seoul, including the Philippines , Vietnam, China 
and Europe. At the same time, we are just a few steps 
away before we premier a new contents, “Atelier Metro 

Real Game to Enjoy in Reality
Uniquegood Company 

CEO of Uniquegood Company (Realworld) 
Lee Eunyeong 
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2021 - Mysterious Bookstore,” one of the largest scaled 
contents themed around urban exploration, starting from 
Gwanghwamun and then connecting between both north 
and south of Han River. We anticipate that the new contents 
will become one of the signature contents of Seoul after the 
pandemic. Atelier Metro series will release new seires every 
year and for “2021 Atelier Metro,” we seek to highlight 
different places in Seoul. 

What could be ahead of Uniquegood Company from now? 
Whereas Youtube is a platform that invite creators into 
generating video contents, Realworld is a useful tool to 
generate immersive contents, using immersive technology. 
We aspire to make Realworld a post-Youtube platform, and 
further, one of the major metaverse contents platforms of 
Korea. Just as William Shakespeaere quoted, “all the world’s 
a stage, and all the men and women merely players,” 
Realworld seeks to invite anhone into generating immersive 
contents by blending stories with real and physical spaces. 

To Uniquegood Company, what is “Seoul”? 
Seoul is a sanctuary of metaverse contents industry. After 
the pandemic, we are looking forward to seeing tourists from 
outside of Korea enjoying contents from Realworld. 

Please tell us about a place that dwells in your memory.

I could tell you stories about Jeongdong. One of the 
steadysellers of Realworld is titled, “Jeongdong Secret 
Letter,” which is an update of “Code Name Sowon” that 
had attracted over fifty thousand players for two and a 
half months. Playing an independent activist, any player 
can learn about painful history of the Japanese colonial 
period whilst completing a few missions and touring around 
different places in Seoul, including Gyeonggyojang and 
Deoksugung Palace. For the project, I spent more hours in 
Jeongdong area than anywhere else.

©Uniquegood Company  
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Please tell us about GMH and Changshin Denim Institute. 
GMH stands for Geeks’ Maker’s Hub and offers spaces 
to encourage creative talents with geekish ideas and 
perspectives in running exciting projects. Designers with 
brilliant ideas are working closely with experts in sewing 
to produce high quality denim products. GMH serves 
customers with fascinating stories behind making process, 
and tastes and stories of the geekish designers through the 
art projects. We have been based in Changsin-dong since 
2019 and opened Chansgsin Denim Institute. Recently, we 
have relocated ourselves to Changsin Azit 3, a co-working 
space for designer located in Changsin-dong. 

Tell us more about the style GMH is after.
GMH is a crew of denim deesigners and seeks to showcase 
design ideas that share stories and sentiments of. he 
designers, as well as the basic design. Denim brands 
often share their stories in the backpockets of their jeans. 
Each brand chooses different design ideas that Levi’s, 
for instance, have the symbolic animal of the US, Eagle 
embroidered in the backpockets. GMH seeks to deliver 
different stories through the medium of different denim 
products. 

How did the crew team up? 
The crew first kicked off with the first six designers who had 
completed the course of Sewing Master Academy. But An 
Soohee and I are the only first members of the crew now. We 
recently selected nine new members from Sewing Master 
Academy and asked what they were looking forward. Most 
of them told us that they looked to materialize and sell their 
design ideas and see how the market would react. Against 
the background, we are working on projects that materialize 
the fresh design ideas.  

Changsin-dong is home to the fashion industry in Seoul.
After completing courses in Sewing Master Academy and 
starting businesses, designers, including myself have settled 
in the area. The academy has recently been relocated itself 
to a new area, but I’ll remain to be based in Changsin-dong 
area. Changsin-dong and Soongin-dong area offer a variety 
of convenient facility after they went through regeneration 
projects and the areas have built local communities well. 
Moreover, they are close to Dongdaemun Market and have 
access to factories. 

You’re partnering with local communities for numerous 
projects. 
Because GMH is a designer crew, all the designers seek to 
showcase artworks in exhibitions, as well as products to sell. 
We have been active in Sewing Master Academy Exhibition 
and opened 647 Off-road Fashion Show in Changsin-dong 
in 2019. The latter of the event was significant to all of us, 
because we took part in the exhibition that were held in the 
area where we first started. 

Please tell us more about the exhibition, “What is your 
blue?” that GMH is running these days. 
We have seen a lot of the Millennials and Generation Z 
suffering from depression because of the disruption caused 
by the pandemic. We came to host the exhibition to share 
energy and freedom that the blue color tones of denims. 

What makes GMH special? 
We are working closely with masters of sewing factories that 
we can monitor how designers’ ideas are coming into the 
reality and thus, can make any ideas – however complex 
they may be – materialized. The crew is recently contacting 
numerous sewing factories to expand to casual clothing 
category. And we seek to offer some customizable services 
in the future, such as inscription or tailoring. We plan to open 
a new studio in Seongsan-dong, Mapo-gu in the beginning 
of next year to try out these new services.

What are new items to be introduced for the latter half of 
the year? 
The crew has observed lines between home and workplaces 
being blurred and in-person meetings being limited these 
days. We have designed stylish yet comfortable items that 
can go well with items that customers may have at home. 
We’re planning to introduce a variety of items, ranging from 
denim vests, jackets, jumpsuits, shirts to dresses. 

To GMH, what is “Seoul”? 
I’d like to talk about Dongaemun Fashion Cluster – one of 
the largest cluster of fashion industry in the world, attracting 
fashion designers, sewing factories and store owners with 
thirty one commercial buildings, over thirty thousand stores 
and more than one hundred fifty people working in the 
industry. Solving tasks of the fashion industry in the area, I 
would like to open a new chapter for the industry. 

Geekish Design Idea for Denims 
GMH 

CEO of GMH Lee Hanyool 
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Please tell us about a place that dwells in your memory.

I grew up in the neighborhood nearby Express Bus Terminal 
and would tour around the shopping mall in the basement of 
the bus terminal to find nicely designed clothes from stores. 
And the past experience gave me enormous influence. I 
suppose transportation and distribution have close ties, 
because I have recently heard that Pyeonghwa Market 
settled and bloomed with a bus terminal formerly opening in 
the area that is DDP today. 
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Please tell us about Honey Plug. 
Honey Plug is a contents developer company that make 
services and stories behind brands into games. “Honey” in 
the name is part of the team’s wish to offer sweetness and 
entertainment for contents users and “Plug,” on the other 
hand, is part of the pursuit to meet demands from users 
from different parts of the world with different backgrounds 
and lifestyle. The team aspires to be a content developing 
company that place satisfaction of users on the top of 
priority, responding to fast-paced changes in needs and 
environment. 

What are the key strengths of Honey Plug’s team of 
developers? 
Diversity and respect for diversity are the key drivers of 
the team work. Every one of the team members come from 
different background, both in terms of personal life and 
career. And these team members get together to exchange 
ideas and push ahead with their decision and plans. It is 
such a mystery to watch them. Perhaps it is the common 
goal of creating better contents in a fun and exciting working 
environment that drives the team with a fantastic teamwork. 

Please tell us about the recent games. 
We have introduced “Go Tour Seoul” and “Lotte World 
Tycoon” in the first half of the year, and a few other games 
before and after these two game titles. It has been two 
years since we started Honey Game, and for these past 
years we have gone through trials and errors in finding MVP 
(minimum viable product), as well as our own identity as 
a company. The Go Tour Seoul project , in particular, has 
been significant for us that we introduced life logging type 
metaverse contents with contents and games that were 
themed around lifestyle that could have been closely related 
with life in Seoul.  

Go Tour Seoul is a game themed around Seoul. 
The game has been introduced in the first half of the year 
and is themed around tour buses and tourist attractions in 
Seoul. This is a game contents that have been developed 
under the partnership with Seoul Tourism Organization, the 
organization under Seoul Metropolitan Government. The 
project has been significant that user experience of tourism 
service in Seoul were converted into game contents. 

Who are the target users? 
The main targets were potential visitors who cannot afford 
to visit Seoul due to COVID-19 and global users with 
keen interest in the Korean culture. We came to create 
the contents to let these target users experience tourist 
attractions, services and the Korean culture head on before 
they can finally come to. he city. 

What are users experience in the game? 
Users can pick an avatar of choice and. our around major 
tourist attractions, including Gwanghwamun, Bukchon 
Hanok Village and Gangnbam and experience lifestyle 
of Seoul, such as jjimjilbang (Korean style sauna) and 
chimaek (fried chicken and beer). And the game contents 
offer a variety of experience and incidents that any one of 
tourists may have, such as taking pictures for other tourists, 
helping tourists find places, touring around places in Korean 
traditional clothings, hanbok, and tyring street food menus. 
In parallel, the game offers a variety of information on Seoul 
with mini games and quizzes. 

What were the key elements that the team paid attention 
to? 
We are seeking to expand the tourism services that have 
been pivoting around physical spaces and in-person 
activities to digital services and virtual spaces. The 
contact-free tourism contents service in the midst of travel 
restrictions can be crucial in preparing for the upcoming 
post-pandemic era. In parallel, we are weighing on 
developing universal games contents that can be relevant to 
a diversity of lifestyle around the world.

What could be ahead of Honey Plug in the future?

If the team could expand Go Tour Seoul into a metaverse 
content, it would be able to grow value chain connecting 
between tourism ecosystem and contents industries, as 
well as the scale of the game content. The team is currently 
working with a movie theater company to develop a new 
metaverse content service. And we’re also seeking to 
expand partnership with Seoul Metropolitan Government 
and industries to further expand contents categories and 
service revolving around metaverse. 

To Honey Plug, what is “Seoul”? 
Seoul has an abundant source of stories from many years 
of history and rich cultural heritage. For a content generator 
like ours, the city is a cluster of intellectual properties. 

Please tell us about a place that dwells in your memory.

I could come up with Yeongnam-dong and Hondgae areas 
where I spent my teenage years. I often meet friends in 
Hongdae area these days, but things have changed a lot 
that it feels new to me. I still like the way the Hongdae area 
is now, but I wish I could find some areas in Seoul that are 
filled with unique artistic vibes and are open to artists who 
are seeking to unleash their potentials and talents. 

Mobile Games to Make 
Traveling More Accessible  
Honey Plug

CEO of Honey Plug Shim Hyeongjoon 
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Please tell us about TEOT and where the name came from. 
The name “TEOT” has multiple meanings. First, it means 
“texture of taste.” And it is a romanization of a Korean 
word, teot , meaning land where plants and vegetables 
are growing. What is behind the naming idea is that we 
sought to reveal little hints of particular cultures, just as we 
are serving customers with French or English style dessert 
menus made with locally grown or sourced ingredients. 

Could you tell us what the popular menu is these days? 
One of the latest menus, “Verrine with Early Grey and 
Summer Peach.” We wanted to present the sweets menu 
with a good blend of peach, the popular summer fruit 
and the unique sentiment of Korea. The outcome is a 
sophistication with a combination of fresh summer peach 
and aroma of Earl Grey. You can experience a fantastic 
harmony of soft biscuit and crunchy texture of peach from 
this cupcake type of sweets. 

Before you joined TEOT, you have been directing 
contents related with local communities, as well as urban 
regeneration. What made you pay attention to in-season 
food products from local communities. 
I have always been paying close attention to where I live and 
what I eat. And throughout my career, I have been looking 
to generate contents that can be relevant today, while 
continuing the tradition, because I believe that contents from 
local communities in Korea can still be stylish and trendy. As 
for specialties from local communities, they have enormous 
potential but they are promoted in limited methods that I 
have always wish to bring about changes. What I chose was 
to present these food ingredients in style. 

Do you serve with different food ingredients every season? 
Except for a few signature menus, we are developing new 
menus for every season. While season can be the key 
theme, certain regions can be the main theme. One of the 
pâtissiers, Park Raeeun is taking the lead in developing the 
menus. Rather than limiting the scope to certain criteria of 
sweets, the team first chooses food ingredients and then 
find relevant sweets menus to make. 

TEOT serves with unique menus, such as “Scone with 
Wasabi and Seaweed from Wando” or “Jujube Vanilla 
Cream Chocolate Gateau.” Where do you get inspiration 
for sweets menus from? 
I get inspiration mostly from dining tables and everyday 
lives. And because Korea go through distinct four seasons, 
a variety of food ingredients can be found every season. 
By combining sweets recipes with fresh in-season food 
ingredients, we seek to present the beauty of the balance 
between the extreme ends of the spectrum. These are 
added up to build the identity of TEOT. 

What do you pay the most attention to when you develop 
new ideas for menus? 
We try to make sure the sweets menus can be sold. It’s easy 
to make unique menus with unique ingredients, but after 
all, we are here to serve customers with delicious sweets 
menus. And no matter what food ingredients we use, we 
need to make it attractive and edible. Shape and design are 
one the next priorities. Also, we try to make the menus look 
more stylish because we make them with locally sourced 
food ingredients. 
 
What brought you to Yeonnam-dong? 
Yeongnam-dong is one of the areas where it is likely to 
attract customers who would pay for a few pieces of sweets 
for either desserts or snacks. And an alleyway in front of the 
store is a strip of flower street and makes changes of season 
visible. I thoughts all of these were relevant to TEOT. 

What’s the key aspiration of TEOT?

All ingredients are locally sourced from different parts of 
Korea. Many of us are continuing our lives, as well as the 
legacy and the tradition, relying heavily on these ingredients 
that are grown or picked from local communities across the 
country. And TEOT aspires to open everyone’s eyes to what 
are often taken as granted, yet deserve to be valued. 

What could be ahead of TEOT in the future? 
The team is preparing to offer a consulting service for local 
communities or farmers on making sweets. For those who 
face challenges with making sweets with fresh ingredients 
they pick or grow, we’d like to give some helping hands 
in transforming them into sweets in style. This small start, 
I believe, can bring about changes in culture surrounding 
food ingredients from local communities. 

To TEOT what is “Seoul”? 
Seoul is like sweets. It looks stylish and sophisticated. Yet 
if you take a closer look, each one of people has his or her 
unique colors yet share so many things in common and 
create a good harmony. 

Please tell us about a place that dwells in your memory.

I could talk about Haenam, where I was born and grew up 
in. It is a warm area, blessed with abundant sunlight. And it 
was blessed with fresh food ingredients as well. Most of all, 
everything is slower-paced. 

A Dessert Café Serving 
with In-Season Menus 
TEOT

Director of TEOT Hong Yoonyeong  
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Urban Regeneration Continuing 
the Legacy and History 
Iksundada 

CEO of Iksundada Park Hanah, Park Jihyeon   
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Iksundada ins a company that planned and developed ten 
different shopping malls in Iksun-dong. 
Iksundada is a company co-founded by an urban space 
planner, Park Hanah and an art director, Park Jihyeon in 2014, 
with a mission to discover values from what are remaining 
and give second lives with new values. The company revived 
Ikseondong Hanok Street with new vibe and energy by 
running a regeneration project called Ikseon-dong Modern 
Hanok Urban Regeneration Project. The neighborhood has 
transformed into one of the trending places in Seoul, attracting 
more than 4.5 million visitors every year. 

What made you pay attention to Ikseon-dong? 
I ran into the alleys of Ikseon-dong, when I was hunting for 
a place to run a guest house back in 2014. It was a cluster 
of old Korean style housing, hanok, resembling much to a 
neighborhood where my grandmother had lived in her life. I 
had asked a few questions to one of the real estate agents 
and learned that in the beginning of the New Millennia, the 
neighborhood was subject to redevelopment, but the plan was 
scrapped later in 2014. Delighted to discover such a friendly 
looking neighborhood, I wished the neighborhood could stay 
the way it had been that I began to look for measures. 

Could you tell us about the past of Ikseon-dong? 
Ikseon-dong is a neighborhood of four strips of alleys and was 
formerly named Ik-dong or Gung-dong since the time of the 
Joseon Dynasty. And the houses in the neighborhood began 
to be built back in 1920s. For your information, the name 
“Ikseon” is a sino-Korean word meaning “getting better.” 
Whereas Bukchon is a neighborhood of larger-sized houses 
of upper-class families, houses in Ikseon-dong are mostly 
measuring as small as 50 m2. As owners of these houses left 
and urbanization picked up the pace, the area has attracted 
tenants who choose to rent rooms inside these houses.

New shopping malls are blending well  with the 
neighborhood. But you may have bumped into numerous 
challenges. 
I wanted to make sure that the value from many years of 
history would remain intact and significance and legacy of the 
neighborhood could be highlighted. Thus, the team decided 
that the key concept of the project be “old but new.” The team 
left the basic structure of the houses the way it had been and 
made best use of the materials and elements that indicated 
history and time as interior design elements. 

Has the recent popularity left some impact on the local 
residents? 
I wished the houses in Ikseon-dong could stay as they are 
and attract more people to transform the neighborhood into 
one of the best practices of urban generation, but some of the 
local residents left the neighborhood because of the hikes in 
rents. After the neighborhood was filled with new energy and 

went through changes, issues related with gentrification have 
risen above the surface and Iksundada has become one of 
the targets of criticism. To resolve the issues and respond to 
criticism, all stakeholders, including store owners, artists, local 
residents, landlords and local government officials, as well as 
the Iksundada team should be together to continue making 
efforts. The key task for all of us here now is to formulate 
measures for protection of livelihoods of the local residents 
and coexistence with the residents who have been living in the 
neighborhood for many years.  

What’s the key aspiration in running urban regeneration 
projects? 
Iksundada aspires to pump-prime urban regeneration to 
promote true colors and values of the target areas and 
neighborhoods and ultimately, ensure sustainable growth 
in the future. Similar to treasure hunting, the team uncovers 
hidden values of the target neighborhoods and areas and 
generate contents that could educate consumers on history 
and significance. The entire team seeks to transform lesser-
known places into attractive places where past and present 
co-exist. 

Please tell us about one of the recent projects in Soje-dong 
after the first one in Ikseon-dong. 
Soje-dong is one of the neighborhoods in Daejeon nearby a 
beautiful lake, Sojeho Lake. It was formerly a neighborhood 
of officials, engineers and laborers who had worked for 
Japanese railway companies during the Japanese colonial 
period. But after the Korean war and urbanization, Soje-
dong began to lose its dynamism and energy. The Soje-dong 
project has been kicked-off to bring back what made Sojeho 
Lake areas beautiful by sharing beautiful stories behind the 
lake. By infusing creative energy, as well as giving the tradition 
a new life, the project has aimed to fill the neighborhood with 
pride and original colors. 

After the project, Soje-dong began to attract more visitors 
from outside. What could be the secret behind the success? 
The project was not about making the neighborhood trendy. 
Rather, the goal was to reinterpret significance and values 
of Soje-dong to build a sustainable local community where 
everybody can co-exist in harmony. The key value set in the 
beginning was to build a local community with sustainability 
that could generate benefits for all members, taking historical 
and cultural values and numerous functions and features 
of the neighborhood into consideration. Starting from this 
approach, the project has left what should be valued, gave 
modern interpretation on some of places with historical 
significance and filled Soje-dong with cultural and trendy 
elements. All of these have made Soje-dong attracted for 
many. 

©Iksundada

What could be the tasks for Iksundada now? 
Following the projects in Iksun-dong and Soje-dong, the entire 
team is taking a deep dive into the third urban regeneration 
project in Shindang-dong, Jung-gu. And another task for the 
team is drawing some fruitful outcomes from the “Staydada” 
project, which aims to resolve housing-related issues. 

To Iksundada, what is “Seoul”? 
When we started the first project in 2014, all of us felt 
enormous sense of responsibility that we should prove 
feasibility of alternatives to conventional urban redevelopment 
method, which had mostly been revolving around demolition. 
And in parallel, we had to be bold in defying bias against 
preserving old alleys and neighborhoods with many years 
of history. The mission of ours was to build back what could 
be capillary vessels of Seoul, the alleys more vibrant and 
energetic. Since the first start, Seoul has gone through 
enormous changes. We are all relieved to see creativity being 
unleashed and contents are actively being consumed in these 
alleys and neighborhoods. To Iksundada, Seoul is a stage to 
unearth hidden gems and tell beautiful stories and promote 
potentials. 

Please tell us about a place that dwells in your memory.

I can think of Inje in Gangwon Province. It was a remote area 
deep in the mountains, taking as much as two and a half hours 
from Seoul, but I used to travel to the area every weekend. Inje 
has its own distinctiveness, with a good combination of unique 
local culture, friendly people and beautiful natural landscapes. 
Looking back, the time I spent in the area keeps lingering on 
in my mind.

©Iksundada
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The Stores Under 
the Roof of CoExistence 
Chief of Seoul-Local Mutual 
Development Partnership Group 
Cho Hyewon

To the writer was clueless bumping into the two seemingly contrasting 
words, “local community” and “urban,” Cho Hyewon, the chief of Seoul-
Local Mutual Development Partnership Group said, “Seoul is one of the 
local community as well. I believe anything will be possible if we engage 
everybody to share what’s available.” A group of progressive minds that 
draw little lines between local communities and cities share their ideas and 
stories behind their pursuit of sustainable future for both local communities 
and cities by building honeycombed network of producers and consumers. In
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‟With our experience and knowledge, 
we are seeking to offer some consulting 
service and projects to promote 
coexistence.”

Please introduce yourself and Filaroid.

I’m Cho Hyewon, the chief of Seoul-Local Mutual Develop
-ment Partnership Group. I am bridging between local 
communities and Seoul. The team has been running project 
for four years, and I’m in charge of finding measures for 
sustainable partnership with local communities. 

The store, “Sangsaeng Sanghoe” seems to hint clearly 
at the aspiration. Where there any other candidates for 
naming? 
Don’t you think the naming is great (laugh)? We have had 
over seven hundred candidates, but we have decided to 
pick what it is today. The naming seems to be relevant with 
bridging and connecting one another to achieve what all of 
us are aspiring. 

I have recently learned that “Sangsaeng Sanghoe” was 
part of Seoul-Local Mutual Development Partnership 
Group. And it was thrilling to learn that you have been 
running numerous projects. 
It first started in 2016 with responding demands for a 
supportive organization to connect between Seoul and other 
parts of Korea. And the projects expanded further after 
opening of “Sangsaeng Sanghoe” in 2018. The original 
goal is to support projects related with coexistence with 
local communities, and these include quality assurance by 
close monitoring. And we are managing information related S
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with local communities and promote these communities 
by hosting events such as exhibitions as well. Another 
one of key projects is establishing a community to ensure 
coexistence of cities and rural communities. The project is to 
bridge between a city and a rural area and the essence is to 
engage all stakeholders, as well as governmental agencies 
to actively take part for decision making. We’re also running 
a variety of program in a shared space in the basement of 
our building to promote food products and items from local 
communities. I feel breathless, naming all of these (laugh).

There are multiple projects up and running these days. And 
you and your team may have run into some challenges.

We’ve all experienced disruption throughout the time of the 
pandemic. We’re supposed to keep distance, but the safety 
rules are conflicting with the pursuit of ours – meeting more 
people. But we managed to find measures to meet people 
in virtual spaces and make a turnaround in our projects. As 
a result, we have good mix of virtual and in-person activities 
and have built up come resilience. Receiving a feedback, 
for instance, that viewers from outside of Korea are watching 
how-to videos, instructing how to make alcoholic beverage 
with azalea has turned out to be an encouragement for us to 
turn crisis into opportunities. 

Shopping Live could have been one of the experience for 
a breakthrough in the time ofcrisis.

The outbreak of COVID-19 forced Sangsaeng Sanghoe 
shut down for more than half of last year. And we had little 
choices but to expand our sales channels to virtual spaces, 
but we had to make decision out of limited resources. Then 
we have turned to Naver Shopping Live for sales in virtual 
spaces. We visited local areas to deliver stories from farmers 
and showed how their agricultural products are harvested. 
The attempts proved to be a massive success from the first 
episode. But honestly speaking, I knew it was going to be a 
success (laugh). Anyhow, I had a chance to see some good 
influence that could be made by consumers.

Let’s talk about local communities, because they feel 
distant psychologically, as well as physically. 
We have recently had opportunities to visit Cherwon area. It 
may sound distant to many, but I learned that it was closer 
from Seoul than I first thought. And I felt the area much 
closer by getting to know more about the local producers. 
But I understand that you may feel these kinds of local 
communities distant unless you have families or friends 
living in the areas. That’s why I stress the importance of 
narrowing psychological gaps. 
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Cherwon seems to be distant to a lot of us like myself. To 
you often visit and talk to local producers? 
We try our best to meet these local producers when they 
contact us. Because we believe that it makes an important 
part for building a reliable partnership. And it looks and 
feels different when we visit local areas in person. Most of 
all, Sangsaeng Sanghoe mostly receive online applications 
to list in the pool of suppliers, and we found that many of 
the producers bumped into difficulties with the application 
process. So, every time we have chances to visit local areas, 
we meet producers in person to offer consulting service and 
assist with the applications processes. We are offering help, 
working closely with local Agricultural Technology Centers, 
but we are looking for measures to make the process easier 
and simpler. 

How do you communicate with the producers?

Every we do is part of our job. We are open with all possible 
means of communication, including email and mobile 
messengers to communicate with these local producers. 
Because is communication that generate synergy. The local 
producers send some products to us to try, and every time 
we receive them, we feel that we’re doing well in building 
contexts and relationship. 

The entire team seems to be serious about helping 
producers grow sales volume. But from the producers 
perspective, it could be important to deliver and share 

values of coexistence. How do you balance between two 
different aspects? 
The entire team ask questions, “is this going to be helpful 
for producers and their livelihoods?” The question guides us 
into taking perspectives from the demand side. Obviously, 
activities to promote products from local communities are 
making up crucial part in delivering messages and values 
of coexistence. But in the end, the core part of our projects 
are made up of assisting producers in expanding sales 
channels that we keep looking for more opportunities for 
partnership. 

Could you tell us more about your multi-talented team? 
The team seems to enjoy working because all members 
have their passion for promoting local communities. 
For instance, one of the team leaders mentioned that 
after farming some sweet potatoes at a weekend farm in 
Ganghwa-do, the experienced proved to be helpful in 
learning more about what may be in the producers’ mind. 
One of the team members came from Seosan, and every 
time we run some live streaming programs, the member 
would rush to the area to promote the area and the products 
with passion. All members continue their efforts in learning 
more about the local producers in their best possible ways.  

Between cities and rural areas, which one do you feel 
closer? 
I was born in Yeoncheon but I have spent most of my 
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university years and work life here in Seoul that I feel more 
familier with cities. But my home always takes some part in 
my heart. But being part of projects and working closely with 
local communities, I feel that I don’t need to insist on living 
in cities. Because every time I have an opportunity to visit 
producers, I tell myself that I could think about living in areas 
other than Seoul. The list keeps adding up the candidates 
that I don’t know which area to relocate myself now. 

You have designed programs to promote culture, as well 
as to boost sales of local produce. How did you first start 
these programs?

Some of the programs had been kicked off earlier than 
the Sangsaeng Sanghoe. The programs were designed to 
promote produce and fruits that were rated to be inadequate 
for sales for their appearances, as well as in-season 
products. For a program promoting agricultural surplus, in 
particular, the team felt enormous sense of accomplishment 
both from the process and the outcomes, because we could 
offer helping hands to onion farms who suffered from price 
plunge due to excessive harvest. Consumers had chances 
to learn how to make jams with onions and how to make 
delicious dishes from professional cooks and thus, were 
able to experience the essence of coexistence. 

Platforms bridging between producers and consumers are 
growing these days. What sets Sangsaeng Sanghoe apart 

from all other platforms? 
Sangsaeng Sanghoe has built a platform for smaller-sized 
farms that need sales channels, introducing a new type of 
supply chain. And the store sells products from more than 
one hundred eight areas across Korea. Some told us that 
the store is a department stores of products from smaller-
sized farms, selling locally grown or sourced products that 
may not often be welcomed for relatively more expensive 
price level. I hope the platform could facilitate sustainability 
of these local producers. 

Consumers are increasingly turning to value-based 
consumption. You may have seen more of these kinds of 
consumers visiting the Sangsaeng Sanghoe store these days. 
The team has seen growing number of younger-aged 
consumers these days. And the store is being nicknamed 
“a safe haven for vegan (laugh).” The team is learning a lot 
from consumers these days – they bring their own shopping 
bags or totes and turn down excessive packages. They 
often ask us to minimize packaging or use of plastics, and 
we will listen to these voices to take relevant actions later. 

Could you name some popular items in the store?

Snacks are selling well. Citrus snack from Jeju Island, 
gwazel, sweet water chestnut from Gongju, matbam, Korean 
traditional snacks such as yakgwa and hangwa, and Korean 
style beef jerky, yukpo are just to name a few. The beef jerky 
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comes from a young couple in Gangjin and the couple takes 
amazing care of every step taken for smoking process. And 
the jerkey is popular for its delicious tastes that were made 
possible without additives. 

From a person who have been working closely with 
local communities, you may have different definition of 
“coexistence.” 
My definition of coexistence would come from relationship 
with reciprocity. It is about exchanging and trading what is 
available and what can be offered. I believe that coexistence 
will be made possible only when all stakeholders can 
achieve goals by offering helping hands for one another. 

Consumers may not  be fami l iar  with the word , 
coexistence. Could you share some advice on where to 
start from? 
I cook meals with produce and food ingredients from 
different local communities every day. For instance, as 
for rice, I can look into rice from different areas, including 
Seosan, Yeoncheon and Cheorwon. For this kind of 
everyday staple for Korean, I take pleasure in learning more 
about varietals and where the rice is coming from. And 
these are turning out to be interesting topics for my family at 
home. You can start with cooking meals with fresh produce 
and quality food ingredients. 

Could you tell us about your future plan? 
We are running a contest to attract brilliant minds with new 
business ideas every year. For any one of you interested 
in local communities of Seoul and coexistence with local 

communities, you’re the most welcomed. And we’re playing 
some important part in fair trade activities for produce as 
well. One of the biggest tasks in front of these days is to 
find channels to sell agricultural surplus or agricultural 
products that are not edible yet perceived to be somewhat 
substandard in shape to sell. With our experience and 
knowledge, we are seeking to offer some consulting service 
and projects to promote coexistence. 

To you, what is “Seoul”? 
Seoul can be deemed as a big local community – it is where 
demand is generated and at the same time, consumption 
and production are taking place at the same time. 
Sometimes, I feel that the city is a place where each one 
of people are living with his or her brightness inside. And 
I hope these brightness are added to make the city shine 
brighter. 

Please tell us about the magnetism of the neighborhood 
you’re living in. 
Hongjecheon stream is running nearby where I’m living 
in. And if I walk along the stream, I could go as far as Han 
River. The area still has some traces of the past left that it is 
pleasant to take a walk around. And I like the neighborhood 
of Gyedong, where the store, Sangsaeng Sanghoe is based 
in. The neighborhood is home to cultural spaces, such as 
Bukchon Village Library and Seoul Urban Regeneration 
Center. I suppose you can have a walk along the path 
from Gyeodong to Anguk Station area, where Sangsaeng 
Sanghoe is located. 
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Though approaches and method may differ, the vast majority of people may 
share similar aspirations and pursuits – gathering to locality. Some may dream 
of sharing unique stories behind local communities, while some others dream 
of solidarity by growing local species of plants and produce. With growing 
attention to locality these days, here are some talented storytellers with their 
uniqueness. Conversations with these talents with brilliant ideas has hinted at 
promising future, as well as the present of locality. In
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Stories Behind Talented Storytellers 

Quarterly Magazine CBala , 
All About 
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A Magazine for Urban Farmers 

As virtually anything can be grown in cities these days, 
Choi Jiyoon, shares stories behind curating produce 
and plants for readers with different tastes, offering 
plants growing kits in each issue. The editor-in-chief 
of the quarterly magazine, Cbala showed a glimpse of 
hope for solidarity and a new type of community. 

The Editor-in-Chif, Choi Jiyoon
Cbala the Quarterly Magazine

Please introduce yourself.
I’m Choi Jiyoon and I’m currently overseeing all activities 
related with publishing a quarterly magazine, Cbala. 

Could you tell us about your past experience before 
starting the magazine? 
It was similar to what I’m doing now. I was formerly a 
branding designer by day and illustrator by night. And 
plants were my part of personal interests that eventually led 
me to publication of the magazine. 

The project seems to have started from your attempts to 
find solution to wastes generated from festival sites. 
That’s true. It first began with my journey to find solution for 
problems that I found from my work and then unearthed 
some business opportunity. But I am confident to say that I’m 
spearheading in eliminating disposables these days. 

You seem to be multi-talented. You started the magazine 
from your leisure time activity. 
That’s true. I first started small with only a couple of species 
and then kept added up. But I often ran into challenges and 
difficulties in finding relevant information I needed. 

You must have gone through a lot of trials and errors. 
There were some available information, but these contents 
and information were not necessarily targeting beginners or 
amateur gardeners like myself – they were mostly for those 
with a front yard or farmers. The mismatch inevitably pushed 
me into numerous trials and errors. And the experience back 
then turned into precious knowledge and expertise later. 

The magazine shares your precious knowledge and 
experience. 
That’s true. I wanted to share my knowledge and experience 
so that other won’t take the same path as I had had and by 
sharing what I have, I wanted to gather attention and raise 
awareness for plants or produce. And for those who are 
interested in starting small yet don’t know what to do, I’d like 
to offer a helping hand. 

And the messages with integrity seems to have spread 
that you have seen success in the recent funding. 
I thought I wouldn’t sell more than one hundred copies 
(laugh). Because I never anticipated readers would like 
the contents. But I learned from the funding that some of 
the readers shared the same interest as mine and gained 
enormous confidence. 

You get inquires even after the funding. 
I am grateful for all the inquiries, because I never anticipated 
the contents would get so much attention. I heard later 
that this was unusual to see in a funding platform. The 
experience helped me push ahead with what I seek to do. 

Increasing number of people are interested in greenery 
these days. Why do you think so?

Because a lot of us are spending more time at home, we 
came to pay attention to greenery. And growing number 
of people seek to something for a retreat as well. Greenery 
would be helpful in finding peace of mind.    

But it still takes enormous efforts and passion to publish a 
magazine. What are the key drivers to you?

Passion could be the first and my intention to share my 
experience and knowledge could be the second. Interaction 
and communication with readers through the medium of 
magazine have given me enormous energy. The labor-
intensive aspect, quite interestingly, is creating a benevolent 
circle to me. 

Your keen interest seems to be in sharing what you 
like, leading to building solidarity. Could you recall any 
moments that you felt some sense of accomplishment?
I recently got a call from one of the local bookshops that 
the copies were flying off the shelf. And I also received 
a message from one of the readers that her daughter 
finally got a clue as to what to do with her precious pots of 
plants after reading the magazine. These messages are 
encouraging to me. 
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Interaction and communication with readers through the medium of magazine have 
given me enormous energy. The labor-intensive aspect, quite interestingly, is creating 
a benevolent circle to me.
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Could you share an advice with those who keep seeing 
their greenery dying out? 
Please don’t feel guilty. It may be your fault in some cases, 
but it may be the external conditions that makes your 
greenery die out. So, the key is to find the right greenery for 
yourself. 

Do you have any advice for the first-timers who are first to 
keep greenery at home? 
You can first start looking for a place by window sills. 
Because most plant species prefer places with sunlights 
and fresh air. And then you may look into species that would 
be suitable to what you have at home. 

What could be the beauty of keeping greenery at home? 
Greenery itself can be a motivation to your life. The fact that 
you’re taking care of something would imbue you with some 
sustainable sense of responsibility. And you would get some 
positive energy from your plants you keep as well. And I 
hope readers could get some positive energy like I have as 
well. 

What could be your future aspiration with the magazine, 
Cbala? 
I want to keep improving the quality. And I’d like to try 
making a variety of items themed around greenery. Also, I’d 

like to partner with a diversity of local business leaders to 
promote local greenery and produce. 

Lastly, to you, what is “Seoul?” 
Seoul is like a Korean vegetable rice bowl, bibimbap or a 
French frozen dessert, parfait. The city becomes richer with 
more diversity. And every time I travel around, I learn that 
Seoul is an attractive city, with all the past, presence and 
future. The city is filled with different atmosphere and vibe 
in different areas and neighborhoods. I can confidently say 
that Seoul is a source of inspiration, with magnetism that is 
made possible by diversity. 

Could you tell us about the magnetism of the neighborhood 
you’re living in?

I’d like to talk about Jangan-dong, the neighborhood where 
I was born and grew up in. It was formerly a sewing factory 
district. A lot of the factories and workshops closed down, 
but you will find some in the backstreets. And I liked the 
atmosphere created by the past and the present mingled 
together. I live in Bukchon now, and the neghbhorhood feels 
different from the residents’ perspective. The neighborhood 
seems to open grounds for interaction with almost 
everything, as well as with the local residents. And I like the 
elegance and tranquility of Bukchon as well. 
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CEO Park Habsol
Allabout

Please introduce yourself. 
My name is Park Hansol, and I’m currently leading a start-
up focusing on contents themed around locality and local 
communities, Allabout. In fact, I was formerly a PhD student, 
majoring in landscape architecture. Then one day, I came to 
know stories behind DMZ from one of the professors and the 
experience back then led me to start my own business. 

Please tell us more about what you do. 
Our focus, locality and local communities, may sound less 
familiar to you. I can tell you that we are promoting contents 
from local communities to raise awareness. That’s part of 
the aspiration of the project about DMZ. 

Could you tell us more about the project, about DMZ? 
Most people here in Korea associate DMZ with the area 
north of the 38th parallel, the military or cold winter days. 
But we learned that one of the areas located in DMZ (de-
militarized zone), Cheorwon had had a lot more fascinating 
stories to tell. It was just that these stories had remained 
untold. I felt that I should spread the unique stories and 
distinctiveness of the area. Starting with Cheorwon, we have 
been featuring one local area for each issue, with Paju being 
the recent one to cover. And before the end of the year, we 
are working on our new issue, featuring Goseong.  

You may have run into challenges, trying to cover 
numerous areas. 
It’s been less than two years since Allabout has first started. 
So, the team is still going through numerous trials and 
errors these days. But thankfully, we keep securing our 
readership and fandom. This is probably because we are 
being acknowledged and recognized for uncovering eye-
opening stories from unlikely area and places. But the team 
did face some challenges because we had to cancel some 
of our passion projects based in physical spaces due to the 
outbreak of COVID-19. 

You planned and hosted “Takeout Hadong” to promote 
Hadong last year.
Similar to about DMZ, “Takeout Hadong” aimed to promote 
a local area, but one of the features that set the exhibition 
apart from the past projects was that it sought to promote 
the area through the platform of “Seoul.” Before we run 
a project, we go through ampule quantitative analysis, 
including trend research and studies. And for the exhibition, 
we ran a numerous research and studies, and learned that 
those visiting or making online research on Hadong were 
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If there is anything we don’t know, we are ready to learn and if there is anything to 
seek advice from professionals. Ideas and planning without bias are the key features 
and strengths of ours. 

Unearthing Distinctive and Unique Stories behind Local Communities 

Here are storytellers who shed lights on untold stories behind local communities. 
These storytellers take on a variety of methods to tell fascinating stories to draw 
attention, and tell that the future for the local communities in Korea is bright. Stressing 
that the ultimate goal is to arouse attention from readers with unique stories behind 
local communities and further, develop and materialize business ideas, “Allabout” 
prepares to tell more of diverse and unique stories behind local communities.
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mostly from Gyeongsangnam-do or Gyeongsangbuk-do 
areas, whereas only few from Seoul would show interest. 

That’s an interesting learning. 
I agree. The inquiry at first was to simply promote Hadong. 
And from our side, we made an counter-offer to the client, 
stressing that it would not be enough to draw attention from 
customers in Seoul by simply listing what Hadong can offer. 
The team thought that the first priority was to create so-
called “mini Hadong” to raise awareness level. And very 
luckily, everything went well with positive feedback. 

Have you had interest in the topics related with locality or 
local communities before?

I should be honest that it wasn’t my cup of tea (laugh). But 
the lack of interest, paradoxically, is being helpful these 
days. Everything had been tilting around Seoul that every 
time I make research on local areas outside of the city, I get 
to take approaches with fresh perspectives. And I believe 
that I can be less biased against places outside of Seoul that 
I could turn to things those local residents might overlook.

What could be strengths of being someone with less 
expertise and experience?

I get to approach with less bias. One of the key strengths of 
the team is that if there is anything we don’t know, we are 

ready to learn and if there is anything to seek advice from 
professionals. Ideas and planning without bias are the key 
features and strengths of ours. 

Why do you think people are increasingly becomingly 
interested in locality and local communities? 
Travel restrictions due to the pandemic has steered 
everybody’s interest to local communities, while experiments 
are being to uncover unique culture of local communities 
are playing significant part. And key consumers of culture 
and related services turn to local communities and their 
contents, rather than obvious and cookie-cutter type culture 
from cities that anyone would know. I believe that the team 
has many more local areas in Korea to explore and feature. 

You studied in areas related with environment and 
landscaping, which are a little distant from contents 
generation. Have you faced any challenges planning and 
generating contents, including publishing?

I wasn’t formerly trained in planning or generating contents, 
but I had had experience in leading and managing projects, 
studying architecture. And during my PhD years, I had 
chances to learn more about planning exhibitions and 
experience parts of processes revolving around contents 
generation. All of these past experiences proved to be 
helpful for me.

Contents touching on locality and local communities are 
cropping up these days. What are key aspects that sets 
Allabout apart from others? 
It is welcoming to see businesses or creators featuring 
contents themed around locality or local communities, but 
a lot of them still have rooms for improvement in depth. And 
the Allabout team has its own policies and guidelines to 
ensure depth. 

Could you tell us more about the policies and guidelines? 
At the planning stage, we weigh on three points. First, we 
see whether the specific area of our interest can present 
some unique sceneries and figure out whether there are 
any fascinating stories to share. And then we find out what 
medium to use to channel these stories. And then lastly, 
we make assessment on whether we could unveil some 
potentials from the area. All of the outcomes started from 
these policies and guidelines for further development, 
resulting in depth of contents. And I would like to say that 
the depth defines what Allabout is. 

To you, what is “Seoul”? 
As a person running a business that touches on locality and 
local communities, my background growing up in Seoul is 
being helpful. Seoul is the city where I have been based in, 
and further, the city is a “pivot” to me. Because I take a view 
at every area other areas, with Seoul as a pivotal point.

Please tell us what make your neighborhood you’re living 
in attractive? 
I live in a condominium nearby Gwanaksan Mountain. 
Looking back, I have always been living in areas nearby 
mountains. I wake up to birds chirping that I don’t need 
any alarm clocks. And I like the slower-paced atmosphere 
of the neighborhood. On weekends, I get to hear hikers 
exchanging conversations. In short, the area is in Seoul, but 
doesn’t feel and look much like a big city. 
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Sharing 
Local Stories 

Items to Invite Anyone 
Into Adventures 

Every person and item has own fascinating 
stories behind. And so does what’s being taken as 
granted in every corner of our lives. We will know 
how to enjoy and get immersed in anything small 
and familiar in our lives, only when we realize how 
much we take everything around us as granted. W
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Local Food with a Bit of Uniqueness

Tomin
Kling Trio 

A imagination of squeezing in rich tastes and aroma of 
locally grown fruits into sparking water has turned into 
reality after touring around Jeju Island, Yeongcheon and 
Gimcheon. The outcomes are refreshing sparkling waters 
with tastes of locally sourced peaches, shine muscats and 
local citrus varietals from Jeju Island, hallabong. 
But it is not just the tastes that Tomin seeks to share with 
customers. Each bottle shares stories of farmers with their 
commitment and decidation and their local communities. 
And these stories would make the tastes and aroma of the 
water richer. 

H. tomin.kr

Ain River Market 
Namhae Butter Trio 

In the southern coast of Korea, produce and fruits are grown, 
facing sea breeze and thus, boast clean and refreshing 
tastes. Korean species of citrus, yuja, spinach and garlic are 
just to name a few. And blending well with gourmet butter, Ain 
River Market presents Namhae Butter Trio.
Ain River Market serves customers with fresh food ingredients 
sourced from clean waters of South Sea of Korea and has 
recently took on its bold experiments with butter and local 
food ingredients to introduce local food ingredients through 
the medium of novel tastes and texture. A blend of rich tasting 
butter made with locally sourced milk and yuja, spinach and 
garlic would lure almost anyone with soft and fresh tastes. 
You may dive into some new culinary experience reading 
instructions that are attached with the butter. 5

H. instagram.com/ain_river

ITEM
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©Amazing Brewing Company  ©Hakrim Café 

Locality to Enjoy with Aroma

Amazing Brewing Company 
Seongsu-dong Pale Ale 

As the name tells, Seongsu-dong Pale Ale is a locally 
brewed beer in what has first started as a local microbrewer 
in Seongsu-dong in Seoul. To make this pale ale possible, 
the brewer engaged with the local residents from the very 
start. 
Paring well with fascinating stories behind brewing, each 
can of pale ale tastes refreshing, with subtle aroma of 
grapefruits and oranges. It tastes light and refreshing, yet 
paired with richness, resembling much to the atmosphere of 
Seongsu-dong. 

H. amazingbrewing.co.kr 

Hakrim Café 
Drip Bag Coffee 

Hakrim Café first opened in 1956 in Daehak-ro and is one of 
the oldest cafés in Korea as well as a landmark of Hyehwa-
dong area. It has been a hideaway for countless number of 
university students for the past six and a half decades. The 
café has lots of stories to share, as it has been around since 
the time of the first campuses of Seoul National University 
and recently, made its name after appearing in one of the 
mega-hit Korean drama, “Reply 1988.” 
The memories and stories have now transformed into drip 
bag coffee these days. All you need is to take out from a 
bag and pour over hot water to enjoy bittersweet tastes of 
the café anywhere you like. 

H. hakrim.pe.kr
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Locality with Visibility Adren 
Ornage Sun Swing Bag 

To a random question of what could happen if an orange 
is up in the sky, replacing the sun, a design studio tells 
fascinating stories with lovely patterns. The text-less design 
seems to deftly share stories behind such imaginations. 
Adren offers art lessons to children in foster care facilities 
in Seoul and interprets stories of these children into graphic 
design ideas to sell items. Profits from selling such items will 
be spent later to benefit larger number of children in dire 
need to create benevolent cycle paired with fun for children. 
With such benevolent cycle, one may imagine more children 
can become happier. 

Wave Union 
Wave Short Sleeve T-Shirt by Sam & Jino 

Waves from oceas would arouse various feelings and 
emotions. While you may feel energy, you may find peace of 
mind from calm surface and then, you may be grasped by 
fear some other times. The artist duo, Sam & Jino graphically 
illustrated ocean waves in a piece of T-shirt.
The T-shirt has been desgiened for “The Great Arch” to 
support local artists. The design idea conveys emotions 
and thoughts after the artists asked a few questions to 
themselves. Trying this T-shirt, you may try filling yourself 
into their shoes to carefully observe emotions and thoughts 
in your inner self.  

H. waveunion.kr

H. withadren.com

©Wave Union 

©Adren 



Discovery of 
New Potentials

In parallel with growing interest in locality, a vast variety of local 
brands began to crop up. With uniqueness added to local culture, 
each brand has its own feature and strengths. Yet what these brands 
share in common is that they don’t overlook anything around them 
– they find unearth opportunities from streets with many years of 
history, neighbors, and beautiful natural landscapes. Here are local 
brands that infuse invigorating energy to local communities. They 
would, without a doubt, guide you to get immersed in local culture. W
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With the size of younger-aged population shrinking and aging picking up pace, remote and rural 
areas began to see more empty houses. To resolve the problem, a Jeju Island-based platform 
named Dazayo has taken ambitious measures push ahead with a project for regenerating 
empty houses and offer accommodations in remote and rural areas. Dazayo rents abandoned 
houses in the island in a longer-term for free to renovate and serve customers with attractive 
accommodations. And then after lease period is over, these houses will be returned to the original 
owners to help local communities solve various problems through the medium of business. Notably, 
Dazayo boasts its out-of-the box idea to address vacancy of local traditional stone houses by 
giving them second lives. Moreover, the platform ensures to preserve atmosphere and ambience 
of the local neighborhoods that travelers may be soaked up in the unique atmosphere while they 
are staying in one of the Dazayo accommodations. In parallel, Dazayo showcases products 
from local businesses, making a good use of accommodation spaces it is running and donates 
revenues from sales of these items to the local communities that each accommodation is based in. 
Just like Dazayo, identifying and resolving problems in local communities can be a starting point for 
the majority of local businesses. Dazayo is now poised to expand its projects to Korea nationwide. 
For those who are interested, it is just about time to contact the platform for inquiry. 

Masterminds of Transformation of Abandoned Houses in Jeju Island
A Platform for Shared Accommodations in Remote 
and Rural Areas – Dazayo

H. dazayo.com

©다자요©
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Gangneung is often related with words such as “cool” and “refreshing,” probably because 
the city in Gangwon Province is close to mountains, arborous forests, lakes and sea. 
In short, the city is filled with magnetism that can be revealed in different seasons and 
different contexts and occasions. One of the local select shops , Oars resembles much to 
Gangneung. For your information, “oars” is one of the commands to call for members to 
stop and focus on paddling horizontally. Inspired from the commanding word, the owner of 
the shop started with wishes to invite customers to stop for a while and spend some cozy 
time, if letting oneself flowing in water. Fascinatingly, each items sold in the store illustrates 
inspiration from sea and forests of Gangneung to steer customers into unleashing their 
imagination. For instance, upon purchase of wine, the shop offers its signature Sea & Forest 
packages with names after local tourist attractions, such as “Gyeongpoho Lake Wave 
Package” and “Heo Nanseoheon Forest Package.” As a local creator, as well as a select 
shop, Oars plays its part in arousing energy in the local community. Further, it is transforming 
into a fascinating local guide by promoting locally brewed drinks of Gangwon Province and 
designing products that reminds anyone of waves of East Sea. 

Independent and local bookstores are spreading in almost every corner of towns and 
neighborhoods. They sell books and are also serving the local communities, bridging among 
members of communities. Differeach, a bookstore in Daejeon, is one of such, suggesting 
diversity in lifestyle. Located in the old downtown district of Daejeon, Differeach first started 
as a café for urban travelers, with its sincere wish to connect among people with different 
backgrounds. With books as medium, the bookstore has run projects such as “Football 
Traveler: Football and Local Communities,” and “Urban Travelers: Spending a Month in a 
City” and workshops and programs, including “Daejeon Hana Citizen Commercialization 
Project” and conducted a variety of experiments in building new communities. Further, the 
bookshop offers an extensive variety of book curations to help customers pave their own 
path in life, rather than living a cookie cutter-type lifestyle. Since Daejeon is one of the best 
destinations for a day trip from Seoul, you may try visiting the bookstore to explore potentials 
of seeking different life.

A Friendly Guide to Travelers in Daejeon
A Local Book Store, Differeach

Mirroring Sea and Forests of Gangneung
Local Select Shop, Oars 

H. instagram.com/differeach

H. instagram.com/oars.kr

©Differeach 

©Oars 
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Mokpo has recently begun attracting youths, with Don’t 
Worry Village in the pivot. Under the slogan, “Don’t Worry, 
Even When You Choose to Take a Break or Failed in Your 
Attempts,” this community villages aspires to build a mini 
society that is open to trials and errors. The community 
shares messages filled with optimism with younger-aged 
members who are being pushed around by other who 
tell them what to do and feel pressured to keep up with 
the paces of others and furthermore, they are proactively 
experimenting with alternative choices for their own lives. 
These proactive members of the community village in Mokpo 
is now taking a step further to make use of abandoned 
or empty spaces and build a village connecting houses, 
schools and factories to suggest novel types of villages. 
The members develop a vast variety of local businesses by 
running a wide spectrum of projects touching on exhibitions, 
events, publishing, music and videos. With diverse activities 
and programs, Don’t Worry Village is revealing potentials 
of local communities. The community is currently running 
a co-working space named “1 Twinkling Street” – a 
transformation of an formerly abandoned building. The co-
working space is designed to build a village community and 
pursue relevant values. For those interested in experiencing 
the community, its One Day Program, Four Night Stay 
Program, and Six Week Program are recommended. Time 
spending in the community will definitely be transformative 
for those who seek to make a turnaround in life or dreaming 
of realizing potentials of local communities. 

Stronger Together in Mokpo
Don’t Worry Village  

H. dontworryvillage.com 

Samjin Eeum is a non-profit organization run by a local business in Busan, Samjin Foods and 
has been spearheading in initiatives in regeneration of local communities by actively running 
relevant programs and making massive investment. Designing and planning numerous urban 
regeneration projects in Yeongdo area in Busan, this non-profit organization is currently 
welcoming guests with its local culture platform space, Area6. A renovated building has 
been giving the slum, Bongrae-dong in Yeongdo area, paired with efforts in giving the 
neighborhood a new life by working closely with local artists and craft persons. For instance, 
the facility has attracted local businesses, including Songwol Towel, a local brewer, Busan 
Drinks Bottle Shop and a studio that presents modern interpretation of traditional craft making, 
Chi Project. In addition, Samjin Eeum spices up the vibes in the neighborhood and serve the 
local community with cultural activities by hosting Artisan Alley Market, an event to promote 
and sell hand crafted items by local artists and performance and exhibitions by artists and 
performers who are based in the local areas. Indeed, Area6 is playing its pivotal role infusing 
fresh energy and vibe to the local communities in Yeongdo by offering opportunities for 
creative minds, business leaders and local brands to get together. 

Shedding Lights on Stress of Yeongdo, Busan
A Platform to Promote Local Culture, Area6 

H. instagram.com/area6.yeongdo

©Don’t Worry Village 

©Area6
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A Experience to Touch, Smell and Taste 

Whole New Spaces 

Under the roof of Local Stitch, people with diverse and 
dif ferent backgrounds yet with some similarit ies live 
harmorniously together. Spending time in Local Stitch, the 
residents may achieve further growth from exchanging ideas, 
conversations, warmth and inspirations. And furthermore, the 
surrounding neighborhood is transformed, with this lively and 
inspiring residential space being at the epicenter. W
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Co-Working & Co-Living Brand, Local Stitch 
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INTERVIEW

CEO of Local Stitch
Kim Soomin 

Please introduce yourself.
I’m Kim Soomin and am currently running a co-working 
and co-living brand, Local Stitch. Local Stitch is touching 
on designing and developing abandoned spaces to serve 
creative talents and business leaders in cities with adequate 
spaces and services. 

Tell us how you first started Local Stitch. 
We first started with a local accommodation after remodeling 
a motel in Seogyo-dong in 2012. It was part of a side hustle, 
other than the design studio that I had been running back 
then. The design studio served clients as an agency that 
outcome often turned out to be different from what designers 
had had in mind. The past experience had pushed me into 
starting a side hustle project to create an outcome from 
scratch. 

What made you come up with the name, “Local Stitch”?

Just like stitching patches of cloths, we wanted to build 
a network of stores around the hotel. What we first had 
in mind was a benevolent cycle of guests in the hotel 
experiencing the culture and visiting shops and restaurants 

in the local neighborhood. I believe that we could be bold 
with our experiment because we started when the area was 
attracting people from outside.  

Local Stitch seems to be one of few that bridged between 
co-living spaces and co-working spaces. 
It first started with a premise that people with different career 
paths yet with similar tastes would generate synergy. And 
spending a few years experimenting with the premise, I have 
seen members paving their paths with their knowledge and 
expertise. I felt that the premise had been proven to be true. 
Then I took a step further with a new premise that spaces 
where creative minds and talents could spend longer time 
with help them seek growth in their career paths.

Local Stitch underlines that it is a “community” for creative 
minds based in cities. 
I view that the community isn’t necessarily closely knitted 
or honeycombed. But because the vast majority of the 
members are in creative fields or business areas, quite a 
lot of them are partnering to try out new ideas. That’s where 
connections start from. 

Tell us more about how to access service of Local Stitch.

You may look into a membership program, paying KRW 
120,000 every month. Once you start paying for the 
membership, you can have access to all branches to use 
office spaces, have a breather in lounges and get discounts 
for cafés or cafeterias. And for more options, you can pay 
more. We are serving with residential places and private 
office spaces, and these require additional payment for 
access.  

Where are the branches?

We are running in thirteen different areas in Seoul, including 
Hongdae, Namsan Mountain and Gangnam areas. There 
are nine branches in Hongade area, including Seogyo-
dong and Yeonnam-dong, three nearby Namsan Mountain 
and the Garosugil Branch in Gangnam. And we’re opening 
a new branch, Creator Town in Euljiro soon. 

What are the key policies for finding a new location to 
open? 
We prefer to receive inquiries from land lords or investors 
with vacant spaces. And then we make a counter offer to 
see whether they would agree with the conditions before 
making a decision. The conditions are somewhat different 
from other developers. And we also look into real estate 

prices, and business prospective. These are the key criteria 
for decision making. 

What are the conditions you propose?

We seek to build a profitable community for all landlords 
and investors to ensure sustainability for every branch. This 
may well explain why we communicate with investors into 
investing in remodeling, telling them that investors are key 
to sustainability and profitability of their properties, as well 
as local communities and buildings. We are open to receive 
investment from both individuals and institutions. And we 
take responsibilities as managers and operators. Once we 
get a community up and running to generate profits, we 
share with all the stakeholders. 

Preference of users doesn’t seem to be placed on the top 
priority. 
Once you have these conditions satisfied, I believe that 
you’re ready to start in anywhere you like. Because most 
Koreans are trend-savvy. And once you start something 
fascinating, it would take only an instant to gather attention. 
In fact, we do put preference for location into the top priority. 
But after opening a new branch in one of the relatively new 
areas, Daeheung-dong, we learned that we could open in 
virtually any location. 
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“Just like stitching patches of cloths, 
we wanted to build a network of stores 
around the hotel.”
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But compared with other areas of Seoul, Local Stitch has 
opened more branches around Hongdae and Namsan 
Mountain area. 
We first started in Seogyo-dong, and Hongdae is home 
to creative industry and attract lots of creative minds and 
talents that the neighborhood do have potentials. I believe 
that I could easily find creative and open minds who are 
ready to be part new experiments and ideas. That’s one of 
the reasons why we have more branches in the areas. And 
Namsan Mountin area, on the other hand, has its magnetism 
derived from the natural landscape and the atmosphere 
from the old downtown district. But as for the Garosugil 
branch, we took on a bold experiment. We wanted to see 
how the business model would work in the area with high 
real estate price. 

And each branch may serve different types of members. 
When it comes to diversity in career and occupations, the 
branches in Namsan Mountain area see more diversity. 
As for branches in Hongdae area, designers or those in 
publishing and media industry make up the majority, while 

as for those in Namsan Mountain area, members are from 
diverse areas, including fashion, media and start-ups. I 
think the diversity turns into strengths. The more diverse a 
community is, the bigger synergy it could create. 

Please tell us about “Creator Town.” 
Starting from Hongdae and Namsan Mountain area, Local 
Stitch is expanding. And ultimately, we seek to create a 
town, naming it “Creator Town.” The new project is designed 
to be large enough to serve as many as one hundred or 
more residents. 

What are the key elements that you’re paying utmost 
attention to? 
For a creative talent to keep up with good works of creating 
and updating, it takes enormous efforts and work. And we 
are here to help them focus on generating contents, taking 
care of matters outside of creativity. You’ll find loathes of 
co-living and co-working brands out there in the market, 
but if you take a closer look, you’ll know that each serve 
customers with a different business model. And as for 

Local Stich, the focus is not on real estate development but 
unearthing promising creators and helping them grow, like 
BTS in the music industry. We would call ourselves part of 
the management agency for these creative talents. And the 
spaces we run are parts of amenity. In short, we are serving 
talents with creativity with amenity and buttress them with 
every possible support we can offer. 

What’s the value that the business model and structure 
are creating?

That’s the question that I often receive from investors 
(laugh). We believe that it is important to motivate creative 
talents and minds stay in a neighborhood we’re investing 
in. The more creative they are with their experiment, the 
more likely it is going to be in interacting with and inspiring 
local residents, if not leading to reinvigorating economic 
activities in the local community. We’re preparing to open 
new branches outside of Seoul area these days, to offer 
opportunities for members to experience other parts of 
Korea. And spending time in the area outside of the big city, 
they may exchange positive influence with local residents 

and become inspiration for one another, leading to precious 
opportunities. And having these added up, a neighborhood 
or a local community would see some tangible changes. 

Growing number of people are moving around multiple 
areas to live. Would the recent trend influence the local 
culture? 
A large number of creators are assumed to be creating their 
artworks, moving from one area to another. And the recent 
trend would influence the neighborhoods, as well as the 
artists themselves. Because a diversity of creative minds are 
coinciding with distinctiveness of locality of local areas. For 
instance, Euljiro Creator Town has recently seen lightings 
created by collaboration of visual designer based in Tokyo 
and illustraotrs based in Eulji-ro. The outcome can be seen 
as an rendez-vous of inspiration from both Seoul and Tokyo. 
If not inspirations, I believe that the outcome would have 
been a stimulation for artists in the area. 

What could be the future ahead of Local Stitch? 
We are seeking to build clusters,* working closely with 
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partners and creators and thus, create environments in which creative producers in the city 
could work and unleash their creativity. The ultimate goals is to enable creative talents to 
work in any cities they like, without worrying much about their livelihood. 

To you, what is “Seoul”? 
Seoul is a city of fascination and enormous potential. As a person who creates and runs 
spaces, I could see with my own eyes that Seoul is increasingly gathering attention from 
around the globe these days. Seoul can be home to creativity, and I believe that the city 
has enormous potentials to become such. The city can take its leading role in conducting 
experiments.  

Could you tell us the magnetism of the neighborhood you’re based in?  
I live in Hongdae area and Sangsu-dong is one of my favorites – the area where I had my 
first studio. I spent many years in the neighborhood, working on countless number of creative 
works. And the creative talents based in the neighborhood gave inspirations to me back 
then. Most of them left Sangsu-dong now, but I can recall that the legacy from the inspiration 
has continued since then.

*Cluster: an industrial complex that encourage generating synergy among related industries and 
businesses. 
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Landmarks of Our Town 
Landmarks of Seoul 
Seoul is home to numerous shops that have been making presence in the 
neighborhood for many years. The stores with vintage interior and signboards keeps 
attracting frequenters to share lasting memories and stories. 
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©Seoul Record

Only a handful are as borderless as music – it can bring 
together people of all nationality, race, time and ages. 
Whereas means of enjoying music keeps evolving, some 
younger-aged generations are turning to the older mediums 
to listen to and enjoy music. And stores selling vinyls, CDs 
and cassette tapes are benefiting from the recent trend. 

For years, the vast majority of record shops vanished as 
streaming services have dominated the music industry. 
Howevever, vintage vinyls shops has flocked to areas such 
as Jongno 3-ga and attracted customers who would walk in 
and share their past memories. Seoul Record, in particular, 
has been standing in the neighborhood for the past forty-
five years to bridge between its customers and music. 
Undeniably, this record shop has been witnessing how 
music has evolved throughout the time, as well as the way 
people appreciate music has changed. These days, the 
shop has begun to welcome larger number of customers in 
their twenties or thirties, seeking to experience something 
that they never had before. 

Retro looks, in particular, are making up a significant part 
of magnetism to them. In between shelves filled with vinyls, 
vintage speakers, televisions, figurines of celebrity musicians 
and movie posters are taking up their spaces. The store 
may be just right for time travel, but it is also adequate for 
unearthing brilliant artists and their music. You could either 
get some recommendations from the store owner, or choose 
to randomly choose from the shelves. Just as it has been, 
Seoul Record deserve hail and support for standing in the 
same place for many years to share fascinating stories 
behind music and introducing the power of music to its 
customers. 

Music to Let You Travel Back in Time 
Seoul Record 

©Seoul Record 

A. Jongno 154, Jongno-gu, Seoul  
H. instagram.com/seoulrecord
T. 02 2265 9298
O. Everyday 09:30-19:30
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A. Cheonggyechoen-ro 159 , Jongno-gu, Seoul 
H. sewoon.org
T. 02 2271 2344
O. Mon – Sat 09:00-19:00 (Opening hours may vary by stores) 

Everything changes at a jaw-dropping pace. Something 
new crops up every day, while anything old and outdate 
keeps vanishing. Thus, places with fabulous stories and 
history attracts public attention for its rarity and significance. 
And very fortunately, urban regeneration has recently 
received spotlight to give numerous places new lives, paired 
with tone and manner that are relevant to the time. Makercity 
Sewoon, in particular, is significance for its value. 

Makercity Sewoon was built in 1968 and marks itself as 
one of the first multi-purpose buildings in the history of 
Korea and had been the epicenter of supply chain for key 
economic activities in Seoul. However, with development 
of areas south of Han River and opening of Yongsan 
Electronics Market, the influence of Makercity Sewoon 
began to wade that it was one of the subjects of demolition 
for a while before Seoul Metropolitan City Government made 
a breakthrough decision to renovate the building. Through 
numerous projects, Makercity Sewoon has gone through 
a complete makeover and transformed into one of the key 
attractions in Seoul downtown. Support has been offered 
for manufacturers that has been the core of Makercity 
Sewoon and in parallel, marketplaces have been opened to 
experiment with convergence of arts and technology. 

The interior and architectural design idea are noteworthy as 
well. While preserving the courtyard designed by the late 
Korean architect, Kim Soogeun, the interior was divided by 
purpose, such as exhibition hall, meeting rooms, lounges 
and lecture rooms. Some are available for rent or lease that 
the place has now emerged as one of the pivotal spaces 
for arts and cultural scenes of Seoul. One of the events 
held in July, “Makercity Market: Digging Sewoon” was an 
exhibition-type market that showcased interior design ideas 
held in pedestrian part of Makercity Sewoon and actively 
engaged with influencers to highlight interior accessories. In 
many respects, Makercity Sewoon has now transformed into 
a space where anyone, regardless of background, is invited. 

The Landmark of Seoul Renewed 
Markercity Sewoon 
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A. Jeungga-ro 10, Seodaemun-gu, Seoul
H. peterpanbakery.com
T. 02 336 4775
O. Everyday 08:00-21:00 

Peter Pam 1978 has been in Yeonhee-dong for over four 
decades, serving the local community with delicious and 
savory bread. Currently run by the second generation of 
the founder family, this bakery has become one of the key 
bakeries in Seoul. What has first started delivering door-to-
door with bicycles has now become one of the stores with 
fascinating stories among scores of shops with many years 
of history in the neighborhood.

Its history hints at the popularity. Some of the frequenters 
have aged and drop by the store with their grandchildren. 
And obviously, it is their bread that keeps customers coming 
back for decades. Peter Pan 1978 was one of the first few 
to introduce bread baked with fermentation species from 
France, and organic rye and brown rice to ensure balance 
between taste and healthiness. One of its signature bread, 
Yaksokdanpatbbang is a bun with sweet red bean paste. 
And for the bun, the bakers make red bean paste from 
scratch every morning, stiring on heat for more than two 
hours. Other than these, the bakery has made its name for 
catchy naming for its bread.

Notably, this neighborhood bakery keeps evolving to ensure 
relevance with time. It is actively communicating with its 
customers by running online stores and serving customers 
with delivery. Furthermore, the bakery is planning to open 
a brunch café before the end of the year. And what is 
encompassing all the pursuit and activities of Peter Pan 
1978 is its firm belief that the bakery should be open all year 
round to serve customers with delicious bread. Agreeably, 
Peter Pan 1978 lead by example. 

One of the Oldest Shops 
in Yeonghee-dong 
Peter Pan 1978 

©Peter Pan 1978 ©Sewoon Collaboration Support Center
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A. Ichon-ro 29 gil 29, Yongsan-gu, Seoul
H. instagram.com/tintype_korea
T. 02 3785 3014
O. Mon – Sat 11:00-20:00, Sun 13:00-20:00

Photography has penetrated into every corner of life. Anyone 
can take pictures with smartphones and apps are available 
to create impressive outcomes. And with opening of rental 
studios where anyone can take pictures and portable photo 
printers, conventional photo studios face challenges in 
keeping themselves afloat. Nevertheless, some of them are 
making their presence. 

Tintype Korea is presenting its unique perspective 
towards photography in its studio based in Yongsan. For 
your information, it is one of the first studios in Seoul that 
introduced wet plate collodion photography, one of the 
oldest methods of picture taking, in Seoul. Because the 
method is instantly visible, it is often referred to as the 
polaroid of the nineteenth century. Because wet plates aer 
prepared minutes before shootings, it demands time and 
moreover, photographers ask customers to stay still for at 
least thirty seconds. It takes time and efforts, compared with 
smartphone photography, but nevertheless, the studio keeps 
attracting customers. Because the studio offers opportunities 
to experience the essence of the culture of the nineteenth 
century. And most of all, wet plate photography does not 
allow replicas as tanning from printing process makes each 
piece one off. The moment and instant coinciding with 
features of wet plate photography results in outcomes that 
are not found anywhere else. 

Tintype Korea pours all its efforts into every piece of picture 
for those who seek to capture their happiest moments of 
their lives with their loved ones. For those who look to build 
memories with photos that would not lose color, the photo 
studio in Yongsan would be the place to count on. 

An Inspiration 
from the Nineteenth Century 
Tintype Korea

©Tintype Korea    
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With Danggn Market, you will become friends with your neighbors, 
as well as exchange or trade second hand items. The platform 
has attracted scores of fans already, but for those who are new 
to exploring local neighorhoods, it is worth trying. Because what 
you don’t need anymore could magically turn into useful itmes for 
someone. And at the same time, you can make some money out of 
selling your pre-owned items.  

An Essential Platform for Local Life  
Danggn Market 

The Korean IT company, Naver recently started a new service, 
“Neighbor Talk” to encourage customers to actively communicate 
with their neighbors, build network and keep updated on news from 
local communities. For those who have frequently accessed Naver, 
this new service will definitely be tempting. 

A Platform for Local Communities 
Naver Café Neighbor Talk 

As the number people with companion animals reaching 1.5 
million in Korea these days, here is a service to recommend – 
WGLWGL. This is a platform to help members with companion 
animals to actively communicate and exchange the latest news and 
information, including trending companion animal-friendly cafés. 
reliable veterinarians, and walking routes. Moreover, it is designed 
to keep track of companion animals with only a few touches. 
Indeed, the service opens grounds for anyone with companion 
animals to build communities. 

A Community Platform for Members 
with Companion Animals 
WGLWGL

Fun and Exciting Way to 
Enjoy Life in the Town 

Services for Local Communities

With the outbreak of COVID-19, local communities and neighborhoods 
are gathering attention as larger number of people are staying at 
home for safety. Agreeably, local communities and neighborhoods are 
packed with fun and excitement, but some of us may feel lost as to 
where to start from. Here are some useful services to try.

TOOLS Sharing with Neighbors 
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This is a local community service for mothers in Korea to share and 
exchange information and news on pregnancy and parenthood. 
The service has become essential for mothers has the platform 
offers an extensive pool of information. Agreeably, the platform 
invites all mothers to become friends and cheer one another.  

Community Platform for Mothers 
Momsholic Baby 

Anyone may run into a moment to reach out for help from someone 
else. And that someone can be more reliable if you can find one 
from your neighbor. For those who have ever found themselves 
clueless in finding helping hands, Geekmon is the very service to 
count on. Geekmon will bridge between those who look for helping 
hands and those who are ready to offer such. With the service 
being the medium, warmth will be added to the neighborhood and 
local communities. 

Where to Reach Out for Help 
Geekmon

In the midst of fast-changing Seoul, Seochon seems to retain 
traces from the past history. Seochon Yoohee is worth checking out 
if you are interested in exploring the neighorhood with fascinating 
stories and elegant atmosphere. Seochon Yoohee aspires to serve 
customers with unique atmosphere and elements of one of the 
oldest neighborhoods in Seoul, as well as with accommodations. 
With travel restrictions still impacting many these days, Seochon 
Yoohee may be one of the most attractive alternatives to turn to. 

A Local Community-based Horizontal Hotel 
Seochon Yoohee

A service is finally available now for active communication with 
pharmacists based in town. HAHAHA Care serves customers 
with easy access to consultation on medication and healthcare 
from pharmacists anytime, anywhere. By sharing a set of basic 
information, including health issues of concern and age, all you 
need is to choose one of the member pharmacy for consultation. 

Where to Consult on Medication 
HAHAHA Care 

Admittedly, it has been a challenge to find a club to try team 
sports and sweat off all the stress. But with Plab Football, it will 
become much easier. The platform keep you updated on upcoming 
matches, focusing mostly on football and futsal. And most of all, 
managers are ready to assist on site to help anyone take part. Since 
the platform serves users with an extensive variety of categories, 
spanning from Women, Beginners to Mixed Gender, you can give a 
try by signing up. 

A Platform for Neighborhood Football Clubs 
Plab Football 

For those who need someone to look after companion animals 
for a few moments, services from Dogmate can be reliable. Upon 
request, professional dog sitters in your neighborhood will visit your 
home and take good care of your companion animals. These dog 
sitters are rigorously selected to offer quality services. 

Where to Find Pet Sitters 
Dogmate

With Your Neighbors Where to Get Help 
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“Local” has been one of the buzz words for the past years. The 
majority of trending magazines are featuring popular and noteworthy 
local brands, while some people began to talk about promising local 
businesses that they have discovered and recommend their products. W
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COLUMN

Whether the local areas are those from Seoul or other parts 
of Korea, they are making good sources of rich contents, and 
everyone can be part of generating local contents.

I wasn’t a travel writer, but I can tell that I traveled around countries and spent energetic time in 
local neighborhoods in every country I visited. And for many years, I understand that the word, 
“local” referred to circumstances of neighborhoods or inside the countries for some, while it may 
have been part of traveling without crossing borders. This could explain why the signs indicating 
bus stops bound to areas outside of Seoul area at international airports or train stations in Seoul are 
often written, “Bus (Local)” in English. And quite interestingly, the larger number of people in Korea 
refer areas outside of cities as “local.” A few may come up with other words such as “areas,” yet 
for the vast majority of people here in Korea, the word local is closely related with remote areas, 
rather than cities, lacking in contents or entertainment to enjoy. 

Locality As Phenomenon
I began to look for people who were generating contents and building communities to experiment 
novel ideas surrounding diversity. These people were often called cultural planner, but also 
creators, digital nomads or leaders of urban regeneration start-ups in some other circumstances. 
And I learned that there were a lot, dispersed across the nation. They were pursuing their lives in 
places they want. One of the renowned economists in Korea, Professor Mo Jongryn published 
a new book to guide readers into the world of local creators, while the chief of Gangwon CCEI, 
Han Jongho promotes projects that the province has been running by working closely with local 
creators and the leader of Jeju CCEI, Jeon Jeonghwan began to establish partnership with local 
creative talents. Shim Byeongcheol of Chungbuk CCEI, on the other hand, assisted in forming 
solidatiiry among local creative minds. In paralle, one of the masterminds behind coning the new 
term, local creator, Hong Joosek opened Yeonnamjang to serve creative talents and events 
themed around local communities and locality. Local Stitch, led by the CEO, experimented with 
connecting buildings in Seogyo-dong in functionality to open a local hotel, while the co-leader of 
Gongjanggongjang based in Mokpo, Park Myeongho and Hong Dongwoo has built a community to 
welcome all experiments for anyone with creativity. 

Scores of local creators and start-ups are making presence and continues to expand. And within 
the context of the time, they share their own stories themed around locality. Compared with the time 
before 2017, enormous changes have taken place. Thus, stories behind local commjnities should 
be taken as phenomena that has been generated with the time and its context. And the stories 
spread further with introduction of mobile technology and development of transportation network. 
The word, local and its stories have expanded beyond the scope of lexical meaning to reflect 
recent trend and zeitgeist and thus, deliver encouraging messages to try new experiments in life. 

The Future of Locality 

Opening the New Chapter of Locality 
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Local Contents 
Behind new places, there are always people and environment that make them possible. And 
growing number of creative talents began to share their ideas and interpretation with their 
distinctive perspectives. As mentioned before, we are all living in an unprecedented time and 
mobile technology are helping to resolve gaps in culture and information among different regions 
and locations. Moreover, transportation network – including flights and high-speed trains, KTX and 
GTX - in Korea has evolved further that mobility is often measured by time for transportation rather 
than distance. The words, local and locality do not refer to certain areas outside of cities any longer. 
Rather, they mirror phenomenon and contents of the time. Whether the local areas are those from 
Seoul or other parts of Korea, they are making good sources of rich contents, and everyone can be 
part of generating local contents. 

Local Creators
In the midst of fast-changing world, consumers look for contents to consume that they are 
ready to travel anywhere, anytime – they can be smaller-sized stores in the backstreets of your 
neighborhood, or they can be places that takes five hours of driving to reach. And it is the original 
contents that make up the core part of these places to attract customers to keep coming back. 
Otherwise, the places and their contents may end up being boring. In the end, the creative 
minds are gaining more attention. Some may be referred to as those who are building up local 
communities, while some others, as those who build up local brands. Still others may be those who 
are being subjects of envy for their lifestyle. Most of them are bold and brave enough to take up on 
challenges and open up themselves and thus, are capable of creating their own boundaries within 
the context of local communities they are based in and generate contents. Indeed, without these 
creative minds, local contents will end up delivering hollow messages. Scores of local festivals and 
local brands that lost momentum even before the outbreak of COVID-19 may give a few hints and 
lessons.  

Local Start-ups
After all, anyone needs a stable source of income to continue a business in a place you want in a 
capitalist society. Specifically, you need revenue and profits to generate. And as a creator, unless 
you can keep your business afloat with your unique selling points and reputation, you need to be 
ready to exchange your own value and selling points with those of others. Hence the majority of 
local creators choose to start their own businesses to achieve sustainability. And their businesses 
open grounds for sharing messages through the medium of contents and products to exchange 
values and build relevant communities. And such sustainability these creative business leaders opt 
for are turning into key drivers of their business, attracting massive investment. 

The Future of Local and Locality 
At the center of all the recent phenomena, there are desire for novel contents, lifestyle taking 
up challenges, and stories about lifestyle. And even these days, we all look for something fresh 
and new. Most of us keep consuming contents and take on journeys to find something unique 
of our own throughout life. However, the vast majority of us know that it is virtually impossible to 
fill everyday life with something new. Most part of life is, in fact, filled with banality and repetitious 
routine. And in the midst of such banality, creators based in local communities are generating 
contents. And such recent move are becoming rich source of contents, and further, driving 
changes of the time by building larger communities and encouraging creative peers to start their 
own businesses. Only about a decade ago, it was somewhat challenging to anticipate when the 
time of decacorn, let alone unicorn, would come closer to us. The change has been possible 
quietly. Honestly, however, the future of locality and local communities is not simply bright and 
beautiful. Population growth has stalled, and cities are being merged because of lack of local 
infrastructure. The future for some of local communities are grim, while that of some others are filled 
with enormous energy of hope. But we should all keep calm and carry on, regardless of what we 
face in front of us. Just as Dr. Strange uttered out 1.400605 million possibilities of the future, we 
have just found one of countless options and possibilities for the future. In short, what I have been 
talking about what one of the topics that had already been talked about for the past years, became 
relevant to talk about, and will turn into a glimpse of hope for the future. If you feel you have found 
your life boring and are concerned about the future, then it is now time to choose and make 
decision – a grand decision to take part in building an entirely new local community for yourself! 

About Kim Hyeokjoo 
This visionary entrepreneur started the business to create a workplace where anyone can pursue 
careers in any desired place. After spending almost half of the lifetime, Kim settled down in Korea 
and fell in love with local culture. Kim is currently delivering contents, working closely with local 
creators from Korea nationwide. 

About Kim Hyeokjoo 
This visionary entrepreneur started the business to create a workplace where anyone can pursue careers in any desired 
place. After spending almost half of the lifetime, Kim settled down in Korea and fell in love with local culture. Kim is currently 
delivering contents, working closely with local creators from Korea nationwide. 
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A Colorful Walk 

For the first time in a while, I had a chance to stroll 
around streets in Myeongdong area. It takes a few 
walks from Exit 3 of the subway station to reach a path 
to Namsan Mountain. The recent experience, however, 
unveiled some different scenery – the streets are 
becoming colorful with wall paintings and installations. I 
could even find a cartoon character looking down from 
the rooftop. Walking along the streets laced with art 
works, the walk seems to become more colorful. 
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How to Add Colors to Alleys 
with Years of History 

When I first relocated myself to Seoul, I spent the first few months exploring here 
and there of Seoul downtown. I can recall that I just strolled around anywhere I 
felt like. When I felt blue or wanted to spend some me-time, I would walk along 
the riverbanks of Han River, and when I felt like feeling the vibes and energy from 
people, I would choose Gyeongui Line Forest Park. Cheonggyecheon Plaza is one 
of my favorite destinates when I wanted to explore Seoul like travelers, because of 
the big ice cream cone-shaped installation in the area. Every time I passed by the 
installation, I would find myself feeling excited, as if I had slipped to another city 
outside of Seoul. The installation motivated me into saving money to travel around 
everywhere and left me with excitement even after I came home. Looking back, it 
was very much similar to what I would have felt, appreciating beautiful works of art 
at art museums. The only difference may have been the fact that it was installed 
outdoors. For a penniless first timer in Seoul back then, the installations on streets 
were some of the most accessible works of art. And I view that such artworks 
with easier accessibility would make more influence to a wider range of public – it 
would steer the public into fresh perspectives towards what may have been taken 
as granted. 

Myengdong is one of the oldest neighborhoods in Seoul. But I’d recommend you 
to take a path towards Namsan Mountain, instead of the one leading to bustling 
shopping district, to explore alleys of Jongno or Eulji-ro. And you can also find 
buildings and dining places with years of history as well. The neighborhood 
may look outdated yet has been sprinkled with installations of cute cartoon 
characters these days to be renamed into “Jaemiro” 
through “RE-DRAW Project” that has recently run to 
promote content businesses and industry. Notably, 
wall painting is one of the popular choices for urban 
regeneration, as it is useful in giving new energy to 
scenes of old streets. But it talks further efforts such as 
finding relevance with the neighborhood to transform 
the entire neighborhood into an attractive destination. 
And for Jaemiro, I found the relevance after I took a 
long walk along the Myeongdong streets and found 
Seoul Animation Center that presented a vast range of 
archives, as well as recent webtoon characters. To my 
eyes, the neighborhood seemed to have gone through a 
complete makeover by incorporating arts and contents 
into every corner of streets. 
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Arts to Bring about Changes to Cities

Some may find arts, especially the works exhibited in art museums, difficult 
to understand. Some could even be difficult to approach, both physically and 
psychologically. Graphic novels and animated films, on the other hand, could be 
more friendly to the vast majority of the audience. And they could be even more 
friendly when installations themed around these familiar genres are penetrated 
deeper into cities. With cartoon characters popping up here and there, one may 
feel as if walking in cartoons. This may be one of the magnetisms of urban arts, 
inviting everyone into the world of imagination. 
 
“From a pedestrian’s perspective, as you walk along streets, you are constituting 
your own world. Every one of us is waking up in the morning, eat, walk, talk, work 
and take a breather in between to keep life afloat. And every decision made in 
every moment shall make up an event to steer into life and world to live in. And all 
these decision – for example which streets to walk around and which café to go to 
meet up with friends – will be added up in your memory to build ‘the world of the 
day’ for yourself.”

- An excerpt from What Cities Live On by Yoo Hyeonjoon 

Reading Dr. Yoo’s book, I came to know why I was attracted by streets and 
alleys, rather than tourist attractions. And watching cartoon or animated movie 
characters closely, I find myself unleashing imagination and asking myself 
serios of questions. And I feel that these characters are seeping well into the 
neighborhood because they are blending well into the lives of local residents. 
Because when letting these characters into the neighborhoods, it would be 
necessary to be thoughtful of the local residents who would virtually live with them 
in their everyday lives. I would still be cautious to say whether these cartoon and 
animated movie characters would present some colorful moments to the lives of 
the local residents. But at least, every time I walk around these neighborhoods 
with colorful characters, I would find myself delving into imaginations. This may be 
one of the key values that public arts in cities could offer for anyone. 

I reached the outskirts of Namsan Mountain before I came back to Myeongdong 
Station. And the scenes of the shopping districts looked and felt like those of 
black and white films. The stark contrast nudged me into making a conclusion that 
wall paintings and installations in Jaemiro are adding colors to streets of Seoul 
downtown. Furthermore, the recent projects have transformed one of the oldest 
neighborhoods of Seoul into walking paths filled with sources of imagination. With 
signboards, art works and installations blended well together, Myeongdong has 
become a neighborhood with wits and humor, without much efforts of building 
new buildings or attracting trending cafés and shops.   
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Stories of Local Workers 
CEO of the wine bar, 1/10 Lee Hyeonwoo
CEO of Noncontempo Kang Yoonseok
CEO of MOVENODE Kim Sinae

While local neighborhoods may show little changes, they keep generating 
eye-opening and fascinating stories and contents. Here are stories of local 
workers who materialize and capitalize their business idea surrounding locality 
and values of local neighborhoods with their attention and passion. 
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Every time someone comes to me and asks, “what kind of 
people are flocking to Euljiro?,” I would take a few moments 
but end up giving similar responses – “it is an amateurs’ 
haven.” Yet the amateurs’ haven is obviously for those who 
have flocked to the neighborhood for the recent five years, 
like myself. Younger-aged business owners like myself 
were born in late 1980s and the Millennials like us are not 
match with the owners of print shops and dining places who 
first opened their places in the rubbles after the devastating 
Korean War scarred the entire nation. Thus, newcomers like 
me should be labelled amateur, compared with seasoned 
business owners in the area who have been making 
presence for the past five decades. Yet on the other hand, 
it has occurred to me that I should be cautious in using the 
word, “amateur,” because scores of young and brilliant 
business owners are opening stores packed with jaw-

dropping ideas. 

I can recall the very instant when I took my first step in 
Euljiro 3-ga. Cheonggyecheon and Jongno were a few 
steps away, an Myeong-dong was a few walks away in 
the opposite direction. But Euljiro 3-ga, on the other hand, 
looked and felt entirely new to me. It was years before the 
neighborhood was nicked name “Hipjiro” but I found myself 
falling in love with the vibe from the streets filled with old 
pubs and printeries. I should admit that it did not much time 
to make a decision to open a wine bar. But I need to be 
honest that I did not have any particular motivations behind 
my decision – rather, it was simply because I observed 
that there were few wine bars, whereas all I could do, now 
and then, was to sell some wine with pairing snacks. After 

opening the bar, I began to see people of my kind flocking 
to the neighborhood. One of them, a metal craft artist was 
looking for a studio and joined me to sell some beer and 
make money to pay for rents. Some other friends were good 
at brewing coffee and after all the ups and downs, they 
found a place to sell coffee and whisky.

For anyone wondering why they chose Euljiro, here are 
a few reasons. First, the rents were cheap back then. In 
the neighborhood with only a handful of stores that had 
been standing for many years, only few would have asked 
for premium. My wine bar, for instance, is located on the 
second and third floor of an elevator-less building that 
was hiding in an alley (honestly, we did look into the then 
trending neighborhoods like Hongdae, Hapjeong,  and 
Seongsu, but sadly, we couldn’t afford any place in these 
areas). And the quiet atmosphere and slower pace of the 
old downtown district played some significant part as well. 
Before I finally found a place to open the bar in Euljiro now, I 
remember of the real estate agents taking me to Chungmuro 
area. I toured around a few former-pubs and heard from 
the landlord that the competition such a cut-throat that store 
owners would often hire teenagers as undercovers to visit 
their rivals stores to report to the police for letting underaged 
customers (for your information, Korea prohibits pubs and 
restaurants to sell alcoholic beverages to customers under 
twenty.). Shocked by the fact that the store owners had to 
master tricks for their own businesses, I could not help but 
keep myself alert for a while after I first opened the door 
of the bar, 1/10 to the customers in Euljiro. But after a few 
days, I realized that all worries were groundless. For the 

A Story of Euljiro 
CEO of the wine bar, 1/10 Lee Hyeonwoo

opening party, the store owner across the street dropped 
by with some gifts, and the workers from the print shops 
became frequenters that they come to me after their work 
hours. Every time they say that they are cautious whether 
they could come into a trendy place like mine, I often smile 
at them to tell that they are the most welcomed guests. And 
quite luckily, owners of next door cafés and restaurants 
shared so many things in common with me. Even today, 
we get together after the store hours for late dinner and 
share the latest news in the neighborhood and advise 
and business insights. I felt like small business owners 
like myself were becoming stronger together, building a 
community in the neighborhood. Since the first day of the 
bar, time has passed, and things have changed in Euljiro. 
The neighborhood has begun attracting visitors from virtually 
everywhere and gained somewhat cringing nickname, 

“Hipjiro,” for being hip and trendy. The print shops have 
been replaced with new places and stores, while the store 
owners became busier with their business that we don’t get 
together as often as before.

Overserving the recent trend in Euljiro, I come to ask 
myself what is drawing the line between professionals and 
amateurs. The store owners of what are looking impeccable 
in Euljiro would have once been amateurs. And as for 
the store owners like myself with more than five years of 
experience now, I feel that I need to be careful in labeling 
myseslf “amateur.” Nevertheless, I remain to wish that the 
neighborhood, Euljiro can welcome aspiring amateurs – 
the incubating stage for young and promising talents to get 
together and make their dream come true, as well as for 
livelihood.
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A Story of Taebaek 
CEO of MOVENODE Kim Sinae
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I remember that when I was little, I would beg my parents to 
take me to a friend’s place in Gongdeok-dong. Quite unlike 
me who was living in the area that was a little distant from the 
school that I had only few friends living in the next doors, I 
often envied my friends who were living close together in the 
condominium complex. To me, it could have been my first 
moments to experience and go through numerous thoughts 
on local communities. And the outbreak of COVID-19 gave 
most of us some food for thought on flexibility and resilience 
to weather the storm, as conventional stores could welcome 
almost few customers in, while virtual experience has kept on 
evolving. And for a person like myself who seek to formulate 
idea on operating and designing spaces, sustainability has 
become another topic to keep close eyes on. The topic could 
be relevant for a commercial space with specific purpose of 
use and for these type of spaces, community building can 
be one of the keys to ensure magnetism and thus, constantly 
attract customers and visitors. And such community is deeply 
rooted in building relationship and when such aspect is tightly 
knit with physical elements, sustainability and success of 
the physical stores and spaces would be guaranteed. For 
instance, when hosting a community themed around running, 
you are likely to attract more runners when you serve them 
with shower boots, as well as beverages to quench their 
thirst, rather than simply with soda fountains. 

A Story of Yeonhui-dong 
CEO of Noncontempo Kang Yoonseok

Noncontempo is based in Yeonhui-dong. The neighborhood 
had been associated with quite residential district and 
older-aged residents before it became one of the popular 
destinations for younger-aged generations and began 
attracting trending cafés. The recent trend played key parts 
in transforming the neighborhood. It first looked and felt 
awkward, but the fresh and vibrant energy blended well with 
the neighborhood that I have gone through changes of mind 
and perspectives. By infusing new waves of energy from 
youths, I felt that the elegant atmosphere of the neighborhood 
could be paired with some coziness, comforting atmosphere, 
and some modern updates. I personally wish that Yeonhui-
dong can turn into a neighborhood where anyone is 
welcomed to explore and then casually dine out before the 
end of the day to get refreshed and recharged. 

Honestly, I feel that I still need to delve deeper into the words 
“local” and “locality.” I have settled in the neighborhood of 
Yeonhui-dong as I started my own business, Noncontempo 
and have made a few friends, ranging from owners of next 
door shops to local residents. I still need to explore what 
could be the ultimate outcome of a tie between the local 
businesses and the local community, but I am firm in my 
belief that I would uncover some hidden gems from the 
neighborhood. 

I am currently running a businesses pivoting around local 
community-based arts and culture projects, starting with a 
co-working space in Hajangseong, in Taebaek, Gangwon 
Province. The business has lured me into hustle and bustle 
made by artists and creators, as well as curioius local 
residents in a small and quiet village. All of them are working 
harder than anyone else during the day, and then get 
together at the end of the day and spend sleepless nights 
sharing their stories and ideas. Quite unlike years ago when 
most of us here in this village dreamt of leaving for Seoul, 
growing number of us are thriving in different lifestyle from 
that of Seoul and pursuing our own paths. 

As the village began to let some cool breeze in after 
scorching hot days, I chose to stop for a few moments and 
push my chair to the window to feel the breeze. Over the 
window, I could see the owner of grocery shop trimming 
vegetable that were freshly harvested from the farm. And 
gazing at the outside scenery, I could also hear a bus 

honking and smell earthy and grassy smell from the ground. 
With all of these added, the much-heated village, as well 
as myself, could cool down, signaling the time to go home. 
Not only the staff members, but I myself, as the leader of 
my own business, would wait for this thrilling moment. After 
answering all the calls from outside, checking endless piles 
of email and running meetings for brainstorming, I feel that 
I would need to take a few steps back and be mindful of 
myself. And very fortunately, blessed with nature, I have a 
few places to have such quality moment, and touch, smell 
and feel seasonal changes with all my senses. One day, the 
village is covered with fogs, while other days, the streets 
are overflowing with scents of flowers, and some other 
days, every corner of the village blooming with roses. And 
during the fall season, I feel like I can spend hours walking 
around everywhere. After relocating myself to Taebaek, I 
feel that only few have changed. In fact, I am busier with 
my own work. But I believe that life in Taebaek has been 
sustainable thanks to the blessings from the nature – the 
places where I could spend some me time and listen closer 
to my own voice. And in parallel, the friendly atmosphere 
and supportive relationship within the local community is 
making the life here in the village richer and thrive through 
the intense working hours. 

It has been four years since I moved to this village, and 
the biggest change to me is that I stopped taking anything 
for granted. Instead, I began to take closer eyes to almost 
everything to find out how useful it could be. And these 
days, I am grateful for what I have, more than every before. 
These are the key drivers for me to live and stay in the 
village. 
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The words “local” and “locality” can be used for multiple circumstances in a 
variety of contexts. They can be antonym to globalization, while they can refer to 
towns and neighborhoods in a city. In this sense, each person may have different 
approaches towards locality. The playlist shares a collection of contents. These 
may help you find your own definition of what makes local communities “local.” W
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Evolution of Locality stresses that the vast majority of people have experienced changes in perspective 
towards what makes up locality. Because with travel restrictions, attention has recently shifted from 
globalization to localization. In this regard, locality is increasingly associated with potential and possibility. 
However, constructive discussion on locality and related topics face a number of bias and barriers, and 
the book underlines importance of bringing what are taking us apart to let locality shine through. The 
publications co-authored by three writers shares insights on a number of cases that materialize such 
potentials, with stories of millennials taking up the vast majority with their stories behind starting their own 
businesses in local communities. These young entrepreneurs practically took control of their own lives 
by spontaneously choosing what to do for their aspiration. And from they share a few things in common 
– they raise their voice that floors should be opened to engage members of local communities for active 
participation. In this sense, communication play its core part in local communities, which are, in many cases, 
smaller part of cities. 

“Stories of those who remember their towns and neighorhood will turn into contents and then into stories to 
make contents, in turn, richer. And contents generated by everyone will attract people.” 

- An excerpt from Evolution of Locality by Ryu Seokjin, Cho Heejeong and Kim Yongbok 

Those who aspire locality in their neighborhood are likely to press ahead with their efforts in building 
sustainable local communities. Hence the voices of these aspiring masterminds should be heard before 
their local communities secure their self-sufficiency and capabilities in attracting people from outside. 

BOOK

How to Get to Know 
More about Locality 

Mindboggling Stories about Locality

Evolution of Locality 
Ryu Seokjin, Cho Heejeong, Kim Yongbok | Three Chairs  
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MUSIC MUSIC

Say Sue Me is a Busan-based rock band that first teamed up in 2012. Pivoting around 
Rock N’ Roll, the band showcases a wide spectrum of genres, and made its name for its 
signature Surf Rock tracks. With its pieces that remind fans of surfing scenes in Gwangalli, 
Busan, the band has become one of the key local bands in the coastal city. Agreeably, their 
tracks often gives big shout-outs to where they come from. “Old Town,” in particular, is about 
bitter-sweet aftertastes of those who are left behind, with unlikely upbeat rhythm and tones. 
Illustrating those who are left behind, after saying good-bye to scores of friends of their age 
who are leaving for bigger cities. This song steers listeners into thinking about contrasting 
thoughts between staying in where one was born and grew up and reality of having to leave 
home for whatever the reasons. 

Everyone left this old town
Only I am getting old with this town
I just wanna leave here
But I wanna stay here

- From “Old Town” by Say Sue Me  

Hongdae is often related with music scenes in Seoul, while retro and vintage items, with 
Euljiro or Jongno. To a similar extent, each city or area often unveil strengths in certain areas. 
Manchester, for instance, was called Madchester for a while, as Manchester-based bands 
claimed rock music scenes in late 1980s, the local clubs began to receive spotlights to drive 
the music scenes of the entire UK. 

Madchester became part of a music genre since then, opening doors to countless number of 
bands. And Stone Roses seems to have been one of then that mirrored the youths flooding 
into Manchester back then. The band showed no hesitation in expressing their confidence 
and passion with their lyrics, for instance, in one of its popular tracks, “She Bangs the Drums” 
– the past was yours but the future is mine. 
“She” in the piece is widely known to have drum referring to a man in love. Undeniably, any 
piece of The Stone Roses would hint at heat in Madchester, fueled by recklessness and 
passion of youths of the time. 

Old Town 
Say Sue Me 

She Bangs the Drums 
The Stone Roses 
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Some movies are so beautiful and splendid, nudging anyone who watches them into visiting 
the places to touch, smell and feel them for themselves and experience the beauty. THe movie, 
“Columbus” is one of them. With the home to modernist architecture in the background, architectural 
works seem to have stolen the scenes. Numerous works are highlighted with wide angles, and 
characters are directed into blending into the scenery, as if they were part of these architectures. 

The mise-en-scene pivoting around symmetricity is another key aspect to note, illustrating 
circumstances of the main characters, Jin and Casey. The male charcter, Jin flew all the way from 
Seoul upon the news that his father, formerly a renowned architect, was ailing and encounters with 
Casey who was born, grew up in and have never left Columbus before. These two get close to each 
other through the medium of architecture, and the scenes of parting are symmetrical – whereas Jin 
chooses to stay in the town, Casey decides to leave. And upon parting, they find themselves free 
from emotional scars from the past. 

When they first met, Casey mentions that she knows little about architecture and Jin cannot believe 
it and then adds that it may be true, just like everybody else, because the vast majority of people 
take things around them as granted. But in the end, Casey turns out to be the exact opposite. After 
learning more about architecture, Columbus became an entirely new place. Notably, changes in 
perspective that these two characters reveal from their experience share similarities with views of 
most of people like us towards a neighborhood, a town and furthermore, a local community. The 
move is worth watching for beautiful architecture, but also relevant for those who wonder how an 
individual and a local community can influence each other. 

Columbus  
Kogonada | Drama, Romance

Breathing Underwater  
Ko Heeyeoung | Documentary, Drama 

Some women learn how to swim and dive, before then even know how to read and write. 
They start swimming at around six or seven, and then dive into deep seas for livelihood. This 
documentary film, Breathing Underwater is a story of haenyeo, local deep sea diver in Jeju 
Island, who bravely dive in without fancy equipment. 

Working closely with these female deep sea divers for whopping seven years, the film deftly 
unveils these daring divers from all angles. These divers, quite fascinatingly, are often ranked 
by hierarchy, depending on how deep they can dive. And such is often tied close to what 
they have from their birth and barriers and challenges from physical conditions are difficult to 
overcome. Perhaps the fact that they are born in the island has set their destiny. The volcanic 
island has not been blessed with rich harvest throughout the history that women had little 
choices but to dive into the ocean. What they picked from deep in the sea – octopus, sea 
squirt and abalone – have been useful source of livelihood for them and their families. 

For your information, haenyeo was designated the UNESCO Intangible Cultural Asset in 
2016. But for the local deep sea divers, the designation could leave little message. Because 
they keep diving into the sea for their livelihood, with their love and passion. Some may lose 
their lives underwater, but they say that it is not the sea that claimed their lives. Rather, they 
stress that they gave their all to the sea, because a life of haenyeo is about being ready to 
spend both in and after life deep in the sea. Watching the deep-sea divers cherishing the 
island as their stage of their lives and their work as their lives, you could have some food for 
thoughts on neighborhoods, towns or cities you’re living in. 
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Where to Meet 
SEOUL MADE

Running into a good book shop while walking down streets 
and finding books from favorite authors in a bookshop – both 
of these are possible with Ujjudah Bookshop. Kim Soojin, the 
director of the bookshop with passion for books and warm-

heartedness for authors, shares fascinating stories. 

Uhjjudah Bookshop 
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A. Ujjudah Shop @ Mangwon #102, Worldcup-ro 19 gil 74, Mapo-gu, Seoul 
H. instagram.com/ujd.bookshop
T. 070 5121 5629
O. Mon – Sat 13:00-21:00

It is such a pleasure to meet you. Could you tell us about 
Ujjudah Bookshop? 
Ujjudah Bookshop is part of Ujjudah project that designs 
residential and commercial facilities, including Ujjudah Shop 
and Ujjudah House. We are seeking to invite customers into 
running into a good book shop while walking down streets 
and finding books from favorite authors in a bookshop.

The bookstore introduces author of the month on a 
monthly basis. What is your guideline and policy behind 
the selection?

“Integrity, relevance and synchronism” are the keywords 
that the policy is pivoting around for selecting an author 
every month to feature. We have read through books before 
we decide who to showcase. One of our top listed authors 
often include authors who recently published new books 
or those who wrote about issues that are emerging in the 
society that they can have a say to them. 

“Store Manager of the Day” seems to be fascinating to 
many as well, inviting the author of the month to spend a 
day in the bookshop.  
That’s true. That’s one of the reasons why we look 
into authors who are alive. But since last year, we are 
showcasing authors from outside of Korea, in part because 
we seek to abide by quarantine rules.  

You often make book covers as well. What made you jump 
into such work?

I believe that we need to have something attractive to 
make customers pick and buy books written by “author of 
the month.” And considering that authors and books are 
selected by the bookstores perspective, we decided to 
make some to reveal our perception and impression on 
every author we chose to highlight on. 

The bookstore offers Mini Book of SEOUL MADE as well.
I am the person who should be in the bookstore that I don’t 
have much time to check out anything new in the town 
and have limited time to spare to meet people. But having 
a leap through SEOUL MADE, I feel like I have a pleasant 
walk around Seoul. I grab one every time I feel that I need a 
breather. 

INTERVIEW

Director of Ujjudah Bookshop
Kim Soojin

What is the future aspiration for Ujjudah Bookshop?

I have seen a lot of smaller-sized businesses and stores 
in Seoul closing down for numerous reasons. I would like 
to show the potential of sustainability of smaller-sized 
bookshops with Ujjudah Bookshop.
 
Last but not least, to Ujjudah Bookshop, what kind of city 
is Seoul?
The city is home to small yet seductive stores. 
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PREMIUM BOOK

Where To Find Seoul Made 
Premium Book

Buy now

For inquiries on displaying SEOUL MADE Mini Book in your store,

 please send us an email to the following address:

hi.knox@a-round.kr

The mini book of Seoul Made is a booklet to showcase some of the contents for preview. 
Seoul Made Mini Book is available for free in the following locations.

PREVIEW MINI BOOK

Where To Find SEOUL MADE 
Mini Book

CAFE

Terra Rosa

Seoul Gwanghwamun Store, Seoul MMCA Store, 

Seoul SAC Store, Seoul Posco Center Store, 

Seoul Gil-dong Store, Gyeonggi Dongtan Lake Store, 

Gyeonggi Pangyo Store, Busan Suyeong Store, 

Jeju Seogwipo Store, Gangneung Imdang Store, 

Gangneung Gyeongpoho Lake Store

BrownHands

Guro Ditigal Complex Store, Dogokl Store, Suweon Store, 

Beakje Store, Gaehang-ro Store, Masan Store, Gwangbok 

Store, Lotte Premium Outlet Dong-Busan Store 

Peace Piece

Janggi Store, Jeongbalsan Store, Unjeong Store 

Slow Forest

Samcheong-ro 5 gil 20, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Itda Project

Seongmisan-ro 31 gil 14, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Café Skon

Seongmisan-ro 172, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Coffee Baljeonso

Tojeong-ro 49, Mapo-gu, Seoul

mk2

Jahamun-ro 10 gil 17, Jongno-gu, Seoul

BOOK STORE

Life Books

Seoul Store, Busan Store

Thanks Books

1F, Yanghwa-ro 6 gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Arc & Book Itaewon Store

B1, Itaewon-dong 22-76, Yongsan-gu, Seoul 

Uhjjudah Bookstore

Worldcup-ro 19 gil 74, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Bookstore Donga

Subuk-ro 108, Sokcho, Gangwon-do

Moonwoodang Bookshop

Joongang-ro 45, Sokcho, Gangwon-do

DESIGN SHOP

Object

Hongdae Store, Samcheong Store, Samdeok Store, 

Seomyeon Store, Jeonju Store, Jeju Seonheul Store, 

Seongsu Store

B-Side Ground

Yongji-ro 136, Gangneung, Gangwon-do

OFFLINE STORE

Kyobo Book Centre

Youngpoong Bookstore

Arc & Book Shinchon Store

Arc & Book Jamsil Store

Arc & Book Itaewon Store

Uhjjudah Promenade 

The Magazine Club 

Cafe Skon

Dongyang Bookstore

Bookstore Donga

Moonwoodang Bookshop

ONLINE STORE

Kyobo Book Centre kyobobook.co.kr 

Youngpoong Bookstore ypbooks.co.kr

Interpark interpark.com 

Aladin aladin.co.kr 

YES24 yes24.com

AROUND a-round.kr

E-BOOK STORE

Kyobo ebook kyobobook.co.kr 

YES 24 yes24.com

Aladin aladin.co.kr 

Bookclub Millie millie.col.kr 

Ridi Books ridibooks.com

Joins Prime  joins.com
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Subscription Benefits Event
SEOUL MADE has gone through a makeover with Around’s brand-new perspective, 

and our special offer now offers you a 30% discount when you subscribe to the magazine.

If you sign up now, you’ll also receive a special kit that includes various brand collaboration goods from SEOUL MADE.
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